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Cooler temperatures,
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Tyson KO's Spinks
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Lendl avoids upset
in 5-set marathon
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News In Brief
Summer Showcase seen as end
to family entertainment blues
A solution to the family entertainment blues can be found "in the
heart of Jackson's Purchase" this summer- Murray State University's Summer Showcase.
--Scheduled at-7:30-p-m-Wednes-day-through-Saturday through Aug
5. the hour-long program of toe-tapping music and down-home com•
edy is featured in The Stables of the ('urns Center on campus.
Continuing a Murray State tradition of providing light-hearted entertainment for visitors and local residents, the eight MSU students in
the cast sing and dance their way through a fast-paced program that
includes comical skits and audience participation
Additional information about Summer Showcase may be,obtained
by calling the Department of Speech ComniuniCation and Theatre at
4502) 762,403

Rubber workers Local 665 OK's
new three-year contract early
),t4er
!'S Lot )1 , C.-) of General Tire in Mayfield
at
A rev- year tor,lr.o Sunday, some three months earl
pal.%
e\pet ted t. i decide next month if a major
presIdent 1 lanny Brut e The
VIC.'.presuient. said contract negotiat
Nta : atter the union and management discussed a new in
program that could go into effect if money is appromated
He added that the company indicated an early contract settlement
- -.ecessary it the company d.-• ides to put more money into the
The present • ontratt expires Oct 15
t'w:tinental 6u:trill-Werke AG of Hanover. West Germany. pur,•hased General Tire from GenCorp last year for about $650 million
The May!•)eld plant is the largest of Continental's 17 facilities
,rrlituid. •nploying about
people and making slightly More
".an
• •
day

Elsewhere...
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Long forgotten courtroom testimony revealed
that private detense consultants and contractors didn't need a!
underground p.- rat it In to obtain classified informatnin from Pc:.
Ligon employ.,- They could get It simply by asking
gin T 611
ohio - Eru Anthony looked over his farm one
ea: 02k and ••Crk 1.))soaked with water from a flood This year,
he's thankful some of that water held in the ground. for it may mean
the difference bet 'en survival and disaster brought On by the worst
• S drought in more than 50 years
1/0S(Y/N S Gorba• her went before the Conimumst
Party's first general conference in nearly a half -century a a
blueprint for change designed to prevent the abuses of power that
tiarken much of Sti-.•:-.‘t history
THE WORLD OF MUTH'S - it e.President i;eorge Bush Ira% .
ed to the West Coast today on one of his few pre-convention campa4.:.
trips as Massachusetts Gov Michael Dukakis ends a four-day vat a
lion by touting his record on housing issues
(11111.EGEVILLE. Minn. - A new statement on fighting Al I )S
be done in consultation with the N'atican. say I. S. Roman Cathoht
bishops after they..w ere presented with a proposal accepting the 1;-,
ondoms
1.41S1.1G. Mien. - People who profit by arranging surrogate births risk up tO five years in prison and S50.000 in fines under a law signed by Gov. James Blanchard that makes Michigan the nation's first
to ban surrogate parenting.
NASHIINGTO: - The Senate turned back another Republican attempt to scuttle its plan to make companies give their workers advance notice of plant closings, and Majority Leader Robert Byrd !pushing for a final vote.
10Kh - The biggest insider trading case since the Ivan
Boesky scandal has jolted Wall Street and implictated a trainee at a
prestigious brokerage and a Hong Kong businessman who allegedly
reaped $19 million in illicit profits,
MONTGOMERY.
- State Rep. Thomas Reed broke the color
barrier in the Legislature, later helped win state trooper jobs foi
blacks and recently made a high-profile bid, to remove the C,•7
federate flag from atop the Capitol Now he faces bribery charges
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Howe says MCCH in good financial shape
By SCOTT WILSON
at a time when the hospital is exStan Writer
panding. That shows they have
The Murray-Calloway Couftfy good money management and the
Hospital Board of Commissioners ability to stay within a budget."
received good news Monday.night
"We were pleased with the
during a specially-called meeting. report." commented Stuart
Red Howe. of Richardson:- Howe Poston. hospital -administrator.
and Wilson. CPAs of Murray. "We have had good growth at the
reported his findings during an
hospital this past year."
audit on the hospital. Citing good ' The board approved medical
financial practices. Howe said
staff privileges for several personthat his report showed that the
nel. They included: Charles Ross,
hospital was in good financial
courtesy; George Grasel,
•
shape.
-4-131blaryngology. courtesy; Russell
"The net income went up about
Howard. internal-cardiologist, ac64 percent. from about St million
tive; Monte Finch.
to about $1.6 million.- Howe exgastroenterologist. active; James
plained. "Expenses did not go up Pickens. Dental, courtesy; Faye
the same percentage.
Austin, Allied Health Professional
"The increase in income came
privileges; Kathy Ticknor, Allied

Expansion at chamber
may be forthcoming

Health Professional privileges; imately 22 more beds will be
De,borah Weatherspoon, C.R.N.A., available. The administrator said
Allied Health privileges: and Drs. this move is necessary because
John Yezerski and .harles the hospital is currently
Tucker, orthopedist and general overcrowded.
surgeon, came off siX-month proFor some period of time, the
bation periods.-_ _ __K_entocity liospttal Association
Poston informed the board on has been asking the University of
the progress being-made on con- Kentucky and the University of
struction to the Labor Delivery Louisville to expand their physical
Room and the south wing remodel- therapy programs. Physical
ing project. Poston said that both therapists are a rare commodity,
projects are approximately 80 per- Poston said.
cent done and should be completed
The universities have agreed to
in about a month.
the expansion and the KHA has
Poston said That this construc- asked all hospitals in the state to
tion to the south wing will allow make a donation to help with the
the hospital to open up the north expansion. The MCCH board apsections of the third and fourth
floors for patient rooms. Approx- (Cont'd on page?)

Rainmaker

By IXIN .1 11.:13( 01111
addition of another person, the
Staff Writer
Commerce Centre, located on U.S.
The Murray-Calloway Counts- 641 North, needed some expansion
Chamber of Commerce may ex- and discussed the possible addipand the Commerce Centre to pro- tion of a tourism wing.'
vide office space for a new comBill Adams, a member of the
munity relations coordinator, who board and owner of Adams Conis expected to be selected this struction Company, gave the
week by the Rand-McNally No. 1. diredors an estimate of $8,500 for
Retirement Task Force.
contraction of a 150-square-foot
Out of approximately 40 ap- space for an office, located at the
plicants. Jack Guthrie and southwest corner of the building.
Associates from Louisville
Earlier in the meeting,
prescreened 12 of the candidates treasurer Melvin Henley told the
then made recommendations to
members that $7,500 had been put
the task force, according td the into a building fund.
chamber's execetive vice presiHenley also reported that the
dent Steve Zea. who updated the
chamber expects approximately
board of directors at their regular
$110,000 in membership dues after
meeting Monday.
the success of the recent drive
Zea said the Task Force is in the
which brought membership to
process of interviewing six people
over 600. Henley said this estimate
for the position and plans to make
was conservative and expects the
a decision this week.
chamber will have more overall
Chamber president Walt Apperson told the directors that with the (Conn,on page?

Eddyville inmates wound
selves in search protests
EDDYVILLE. Ky Al' "It's not really unusual after
many as 15 Kentucky State something like this is instituted."
Penitentiary inmates wounded
Banister said a few inmates
themselves to protest surprise
were treated at Caldwell County
se:arches for contraband, begun
Hospital in Princeton. while
after eight inmates escaped from
others were admitted to the prison
the same cellhouse.
medical unit.
Meanwhile, two of the escapees
The searches were an attempt tc
who spent a week on the run before
regain control over the cellhouse.
being recaptured after a shootout
where the worst-behaved inmates
with police were charged Monday stay.
with attempted murder and being
Inmates, however, still 4re
persistent felony offenders.
;managing to get razor blades,
None of the injuries that occur- Banister said.
red in the protests Saturday and
"It's amazing how they can hide
Sunday were seriou's. said prison • them,- he said.
spokesman Ram' Banister.. Most
Banister •said the five inmates
of the prisoners in the peniten-'ecaptured were not involved, and
tiary' segregation unit. Cellhouse
he uprising likely will run its
3. cut themselves with razors to course. •
draw "attention to. themselves,"
In Taylor County, recaptured
he said.
escapees Ronnie kiudson, 29, and
"They teel like werve
mistreated them." Banister said. ((ont'd on page 2)
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Murray State t niversity groundskeeper Mark Brock sprayed water on
a flouer bed in front of Regents Hall Monday afternoon. Brock said
many of the tad% ersity's trees and shrubs are starting to show distress
from the long. dry summer.
Staff photo by Maid Tack
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Stroup meets with dignitaries during her
visit to Nevada on small business board

i. 5
II

MSS YOUR PAPER?
_ Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murtay Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday through Friday, or
3:30p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday
Office Hours - Sam - 5 p.m
Monday through Friday. 8
a.m..- 12 p.m. Saturday.

• Tonight: Clear. Low Mid to
upper 60s. Light south wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of late
Oternoon thundershowers.
Extended Forecitst
The extended forecast for
Thursday through-. Saturday
calls far-mostly:nanny and conlinued dry conditiont each day.

LAKE arVEI14
Kentucky
Barkley

35ts.2
358.2
Dr. Kala M. Stroup
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Meetings with Gov. Richard
meeting at the University of in the federal government," she
Bryan of Nevada, state officials Nevada-Reno. then traveled to Car- CCIMmented. "It combines support
and corporate. leaders wee on son City for meetings with Gov. from state and federal governMutray State University President Bryan and State legislators. The
ments, colleges and universities,
Kala M. Stroup's agenda during a • group also visited Lake Tahoe for
vocational-technical schools and
three-day trip June 22-24.
a session with stime,of Nevada's
private enterprise to provide up-to,Her visit was as a member of the corporate leaders, Mrs. Stroup
date assistance to small business."
Small Business Development • said. •
In conjunction with their interest
center(SBDC) Advisory Board of
She npted that Nevada, one of the
in eAtablishing centers in the eight
the U.S. Small Busineas Ad- fastest graiikig.:14tos in the nation; states *itch do not have one, Administration iSA Mrs.'Stroup IS has a relatively new SBDC provisory Board members met with
one of tar° university presidents on
gram. The purpose of the board's state and business officials from
the nine-memberboard which is on-site visit was to touch base with
California while they were in
responsible for SBDC programs the different segments of the pro- ,..Nevada.
nationwide.
gram's unique partnership.
The board held its quarterly
"There is nothing else like SBDC
(ConI'd on pa ge :!)
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Cooler weather, not rain, expected soon
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentueky's crops. pasture and
livestock took another beating
Monday at the hands of the hot.
dry weather that has plagued the
state for the past month. ,
' On a day;:by-day basis we're'
getting more and more calls from
farmers in desperate need of feed
for /their livestock," said Roger
Nesbitt, a spokesman for the state
De iartment, of Agriculture.
" ere aren't many people willing
to sell hay because of the need for
them to hold on for their own
farm."
As a result, Nesbitt said he has
made preliminary inquiries with
11 states about whether they will
have excess supplies of hay this
year.
"Of those 11 states. only three of
them 'Oregon. Pennsylvania and
Virginia ) indicated that they
might — and I stress the word
'might' — have some excess sup-

MCCH...
(Cont'd from page 1)
proved a proposal Monday to
donate $3,000.
The board also agreed to donate.
over the next three years, .$10,000
to the Mayor's Retirement Task
Force.
Poston had to give the board
some bad news concerning the
hospital's blood bank. According
to recent legislative action, all
facilities in Kentucky which provide blood to the public must be
licensed by the Federal Drug
Administration.
The local hospital applied for

plies." he said
Nesbitt added that the se-verity
of the drought has prompted the
state to put in a toll-free hotline to
answer farmers' questions. The
number. 1-S00-24S-462S. becomes
effective July 3.

Statewide, 7 percent of the set
burley is under 12 inches in height.
24 percent is 1 to 2 feet tall and 3
percent is more than 2 feet tall.
Soybean producers are delaying
planting some double-cropped
fields as they hope for improved
soil moisture conditions. And
overall crop condition continued to
deteriorate from the previous
week and was rated 14 percent
very poor. 43 percent poor. 39 percent fair and 4 percent good.

The drought also has taken its
toll on the state's three largest
crops — tobacco. corn and
soybeans.
Tobacco is rated 16 percent very
poor. 25 percent poor. 53 percent
fair and 6 percent good. Even
fields that are being irrigated
were stressed last week by the hot.
windy conditions, according to the
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics
„Service.
Producers continued some
resettling of fields in eastern counties last week. with most activities
in the state centered around fertilizing. cultivating and spraying
of the crop.
licensing some time ago. but has
not been able to get it. The MCCH
blood bank has only been certified.
July 15 has been set as the
deadline for licensing and Poston,
due to governmental delays, does
not see any way the hospital can
be licensed in that short of time.
Therefore, if the licensing does not
come in time the blood bank will
have to close and the current blood
supply will have to be destroyed.

As of Sunday. about 4 percent of
the state's corn acreage was silked or silking. compared to last
year's rate of 20 pertent. The condition of the crop also declined
over the week and was rated 17
percent very poor. 38 percent
poor. 42 percent fair and 3 percent
good. •
In addition, many corn fields
are reaching a critical stage for
crop development when adequate
to another blood bank, have blood
taken, and carry it back home for
your own operation."
Poston informed the board that
Dr. Russell Howard, a cardiologist. has signed a new contract. He also said that Drs. Hollis
Clark, general medicine; Finch
and Cathy Christopher. internal
medicine; will be starting practice in July.
•--

Connie Talent was welcomed on
to the board Monday night. Talent,
representing the Calloway County
Homemakers Club. replaces
Vicky Holton of the Murray
Women's Club.

"We believe that our own blood
is better than having to get it from
some other city," said Poston.
citing the fear of the unknown.
"This would even force you to go

Pier l's Summer
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STARTS THURSDAY JUNE 30th

110
1"1
PtacelbDiscowr.

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!

BEL AIR CENTER

moisture supplies are essential.
Soil moisture, however, was
rated 93 percent very short and 7
percent short.
That's because statewide
weather stations have -reported
precipitation accumulations at
least 3 inches below normal since
April 1. with Mayfield and Hardinsburg in western Kentucky
more than 5 inches below normal,
the statistics service said.
And the National Weather Service on Monday predicted little
chance the drought would let up at
least this week. Widely scattered
thundershowers were forecast for
Wednesday. But once again, most
areas were expected to remain
dry because any rainfall would be
"Short-lived, the weather. service
said.
Meanwhile, barge traffic on the
Ohio River continued to move
slowly Monday near Lock and
Dam 53 in Ballard County. The
river has been closed below the
dam near Mound City. Ill., three
times in the past two weeks
because barges have run aground
in low water.
Since Saturday afternoon, the
river has stayed open with oneway traffic wiggling between two
dredges:working to keep the channel navigable.
"That stretch of river ... is normally the largest problem we
have on the Ohio." Coast Guard
Lt. Len Ridder told the Paducah
Sun."Even in years when we don't
have a drought. it's a problem
because below Lock 53... it's open
river to the Mississippi
Souhtbound traffic is beim.:
allowed to move during the day
while northbound traffic is allowed to pass at night. As of noon
Monday. more than .'0 tows were
waiting to pass on both sides on the
lock.
Draft restrictions for the
amount of water barges can
displace has been reduced to 7
feet. But the restriction is "changing constantly." said Coast guard
Lt. j.g. Jim Clifton. "It was feet
on Saturday, SL2 feet before that. I
think.
"I guess they will keep on reducing it until they have shut it )the
river • down altogether."
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Men's 1st Quality Wool Blend Suits

WASHINGTON AP — The operate their companies at peak
Senate turned back another economic health. Proponents say
Republican attempt to scuttle advance notice is the only decent
legislation to make companies way to treat breadwinners facing
give their workers advance notice layoffs.
of plant closings. and Majority
The Senate on Monday voted .
Leader Robert Byrd is pushing for 64-32 to kill a move by Sen. Nancy
a final vote this week.
Kassebaum, R-Kan.. to drop ad.
Byrd, D-W.Va., made it clear on vance notice of layoffs from the
Monday that he wants a vote on bill.
plant-closing measure before
Critics said the overall bill was
lawmakers leave town to spend
too
broad and that dropping the
July 4th on the hustings.
The same urgency was express- layoff provision represented one
ed on the House side, where way to impose limits.
4"A layoff a 50 employees at a
Speaker Jim Wright. D-Texas.
said his chamber would vote in 10,006-employee manufacturing
fairly_quick succession Wednes- plant would not be a plant closing
day on the plant-closing legislation to most people but it is under
and then on the 1.000-page om• terms of this legislation." said
Sen. Orrin,Hatch, R-Utah.
mbus trade bill
Sen. Howard M. Metzenbaum.
Byrd. said he had hoped for a
Senate vote today but to be on the D-Ohio. called the plan a
safe side he took steps to invoke "blueprint for employers who
cloture, or'halt debate. if that were want to.disobey the plant-closings
needed to bring the matter to a. law itself."
"Employers would simply lay
vote later in the week.
The plant-closing measure, new- them off, piece by piece, bit by bit,
ly detached from the trade bill. until there was nothing left."
Metzenbaum said.
would require companies with at
least 100 employees to provide ad- • The plant-closing provision was
vance notice of large-scale layoffs dropped from the trade bill and
and plant closings. President reconstituted as a separate piece
Reagan singled it out for special of legislation after the Senate was
criticism in his _May Axetositithe_ unable_tarkeerridelteagan'4-tradetrade legislation.
bill veto.
Reagan said it would rob
Labor unions have been seeking
flexibility needed to plant-closing legislation in one
managers
form or another for 15 years.
Reagan is expected to veto the
legislation if. as seems likely, it
„.
.
reaches his desk in its new, standspee 111 I I 11 11( I 1 IU2,alone form.
The trade bill was initially viewfor handicapped
ed as an ideal vehicle to propel the
An application for the use of
plant-closing provision through
Congress But sponsors are now
federal funds for the education of
handi- and preschool handicapped
saying that they might have a better chance to override a veto
children in the Calloway County
School District has been prepared
without being tied to the numerous
by the Calloway County School
other controversies in the trade
bill
System.
The application specifies that a
free and appropriate public education will be provided to all handicapped children ages 3 21 who
are residents of the Calloway Coun- (Conf'd from page 11
ty School District.
Joseph Montgomery 27, both u:
Public Law 94-142 provides Louisville anti both convicted 41
priorities for the expenditure of
murderers also were charged
funds. First priority is given to ,Monday with being felons in
those children who are not being
possession of weapons
givemany educational services. PL Common%ealth s Attorney
94-142 also requires that the school
Barry
Bertram said Hudson fired
distrtet plan for the -iMplementaseveral
shots at police after he and
Lion of identification, location,
Montgomery were spotted running
evaluation and appropriate educational placement of all handicap- through d field in Taylor Countylast Wednesday Montgomery
ped children.
dropped his gun, apparently at Public Law 99-457 provides
cidentally.
soon after the chase
priorities for the expenditure of
began
funds. Priority is given to those
children who are not being given
' I don't think Montgomery
any educational services. PL 99-457
but we are going on the
fired,
also requires that the school
that complicity in the
theory
district plan for the implementacharge.
tion of identification, location. crime brings the same
two peo•
"It's
like
said
Bertram
evaluation and appropriate educaeven
if only
bank.
robbing
a
ple
tional program of all handicapped
one has a gun I Montgomery
preschool children.
didn't stop and surrender. He Just
Guaranteed safeguards for handropped his gun in the course of
dicapped children and their
chase •'
the
parents on decisions about education programs and confidentiality
Meanwhile Monday. the search
of files of those children identified
for
the other three escapees, who
as being handicapped will continue
fled
the prison June 16. had turned
to be instituted.
up few leads. Banister said prison
The application will be on file in
officials had heard little since the
the superintendent's office until July 5. 1988. Any interested persons. three were spotted last Tuesday in
Memphis, Tenn.
may receive copies of the application and make comments concernArkansas State Police Capt
ing the application to Nancy Lovett
Charles Bolls said the three have
of the Calloway County School
not been spotted in that state
System.
although Derek Quintero. 26. ot
Consideration will be given to all
Clarksville. Tenn.. has relatives in
comments prior to the submission
Jessieville in Garland County
of the final copy of the application
"We alerted all our troopers and
to the Kentucky Department of
gave them descriptions once we
Education.
were contacted by Memphis
police." Bolls said. "But so far
. they haven't been spotted or
located in Arkansas."
(Cont'd hem page 1)
The other inmates are Billy Hall
income than was budgeted.
of Paducah and James Blanton of
In other business, the board
Perry County. Blanton is a conheard from Janet Kinney and Jim
victed murderer.
Carpenter who spoke on behalf of
the Playhouse -in the Park Board
of Directors, asking for the
chamber's support in obtaining
heating and air conditioning for
the playhouse. The chamber board ((•ont'd from page I)
voted to endorse the efforts of the
Kentucky's small business
playhouse'.
development center headquarters,
Carpenter said the financial housed at the Univesity of Kengoal for the project will be $100,000 tucky in Lexington, will be the site
to $125,000. A fund drive is ex• of the Advisory Board's September
pected along with possible grants meeting. Considered one of the
to assist with part of the project.
model programs in the nation, KenIn. his report to the board tucky operates 15 service centers
members, Steve Zea announced throughout the state, including one
that the access road in the In- on the Murray State campus.
dustrial Park was complete. He
The West Kentucky Small
also laid that the park was left Business development center is
with only about 42 acres of usable housed in the College of Business
land. He said the chamber and and Public Affairs at MSU and
other economic development of- serves more than 600 business
ficials were considering buying clients each year. Directed byptis
additional property and...'would
H. Erwin, the operation includes
definitely be constucting another subcenters in Hopkinsville and
speculative building.
Owensboro.
Zea also announced that over
In addition, SBDC represen13,000' people visited this year's tatives are available for consultaJackson Purchase Arts and Crafts tion on a regular basis in Fulton,
Festival which was held at the
Henderson, Madisonville, Mayfield
KenLake State Park.
and Paducah.
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21-member team poised for mission trip to Brazil

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
I • %earl', Niv.hosithol

TUESDAY. JUNE ZS, INS

2010

DROU4,11"1 RELIEF IS FALLING SHORT
Many Kentuckians still are recovering from the devastating drought
of 1983, and a repetition of that experience could prove disastrous for
farm families'and rural communities across our state.
As of this writing, precious little time remains for the onset of rains
hat could save this year's major cash crops in Kentucky and across
much of the nation. Livestock producers already are suffering severe
economic loss as withering pastures become incapable of sustaining cattle, and other drought related problems worsen by the day.
If Our hopes and prayers are realized, this drought will be broken
before it is too late for Kentucky and many other states across the nation. Whatever happens, we will have to judge our responses to this
threat against the lessons of the past. And we will have failed that test
if we hasett't tinned as quickly as possible to mobilize a drought-relief
program to avoid the bureaucratic delays and frustrations that contributed to so many of our problems in 1983.
With that in mind. I have been encouraged by the formation of
the Congressional Drought Task Force that began hearings last - week
on a wide range of possible reactions to a continuing or recurrent
drought. -1 he task force must lose no time in evaluating the programs
and resources currently available to our farming communities and determining whether emergency. legislation might be needed.
betiev-e that some steps already taken on behalf of livestock
farmers are helpful -- as far as they go. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has designated at least 91) Kentucky counties in w-hich
livestock farmers can sign up to make emergency use of hundreds of
thousands of acres that normally would be off-limits under various farm
programs.
Farmers in all of the listed counties are eligible to hay and graze
land that had been set aside under federal wheat and feed-grain programs. More than -to of those counties have farmers with land in a
t41-year(onsets ation Reser% e Program (CRP) -- and, as of this writing. that land has been temporarily opened to haying but not gring.
I am a vers. strong supporter of our much needed conservation
programs. Yet I am disturbed by the Adthinistration's reluctance to
allow emergencs grazing of cattle on CRP.pastures that have been
withering rapidly and might not yield enough hay to justify the e‘pense
of har% est mg.
Mans farmers !lase s iewed this CRP issue as an initial test of the
Administration's willingness to do what is necessars on behalf of
drought -rasaged farm communities. I agree with them that the Administration has taller, short. There could be no excuse for a continued ban
son grazing of our CRP acreage.
With a series of weather disasters and a severe farm recession, the
1980, already !lase delivered far too many blows to our farmers. It is
time toi Kentuckians to add their voices to those being raised in an
effort to make sure that our government fully understands the need
for strong and t marly:_ac_t ion to ease the additional suffering that could
result from prolonged drought in farm -slates across this nation.

Depending upon the Holy Spirit
to guide It and the prayers of family and friends at home to give It a
safe journey, a team of 21 men and
women will leave the First Baptist
Church .here early next Sunday
morning for a 20-day working missionary mission in Brazil.
The team has been months in
organizing and preparing for the
trip, which will start at 5:40 a.m.
next Sunday when their plane
leaves Nashville on the first leg of
their• trip to Santarem in the
Amazon River Valley of Brazil.
The Murray Church has been involved in missionary work along
the Amazon for more than 100
years. In the early years. the
church even paid the salaries of the
missionaries.
The team will be joined in Miami
by the Rev. Richard Walker. a
former pastor of the local Church
and who has served for many years
as a Baptist missionary along the
Amazon.
•••
The Murray team has been
organized into three operational
units for its service in Brazil evangelistic, medical and
construction: •
Going to handle the evangelistic.
work will be Dr. Greg Earwood.
pastor of the local church. Opal
Howard and Rhonda Roberts.
Making up the medical unit
withing the team will be: Dr.
Richard Crouch. a family practitioner and staff physician at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital:
Dr. Joe Rexroat. a Murray dentist:
and Dr. Jim Courtney. a local
optometrist.
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More than 600 pairs of eye
glasses have been collectea by Dr.
Courtney to be taken along for fitting natives with vision problems.
Assisting Dr. Crouch and also
serving as the resident nurse will
be Barbara Smotherman. Assisting
Dr. Rexroat will be Robert Rudolph
and Gina Shipley, who will be making her second mission trip to the
Amazon 'Valley.
•••
The constuction crew, which
plans to erect and dedicate church
building within six days, will be
made up of Stan Groppel. Paul
Lyons, David Travis. Ken Winters.
Perry Cavitt, Dan Shipley, Paul
Key, Vernon Nance, David Young
of Hopkins County and Dan's sonin-law, Kenny Imes, Tip Miller and
Bill Adams, Jr.
Walker's son. Boyd. already is on
the building site, stockpiling the
lumber and materials the construction crew will need when it arrives.
This will be, the third Brazilian
mission trip for Cavitt and the second for Dan Shipley and Tip
Miller.
S..
From Miami, the team will fly to
Belem. Brazil. From there it will go
by plane on to Santarem before

boarding a boat for an 18-hour trip second of the boys and there they
up the Amazon to the site selected were, two beautiful, healthly baby
for the new church and where the boys.
medical and evangelistic units also
Then Gene, who is known for his
will function.
great sense of humor, playfully
"We will be gathering in the touched John on the arm and held
Fellowship Hall i of the local up three fingers. As if there was
church) at 1 a.m. next Sunday," still a third baby to be born.
Dr. Earwood told his congregation
"This time you've got to be kidin the morning service this past ding!" an already somewhat
Sunday. "and anyone wishing to shaken John exclaimed, to which
see us off will be welcome to join us Gene replied by nodding his head
as we pray for a safe and suc- and admitting two were all there
cessful mission."
were.
•••
The twins have since been nam"Surprise! Surprise! Surprise!" ed Benjamin and Steven, although
as Jim Nabors used to exlaim so their birth records do not reflect
often on the old Comer Pyle Show which arrived first. Recorded
on television.
simply as"Baby A,"the first to arJohn and Sharon Hart got the five the two minutes later weighed
surprise of their young lives a week 4 pounds 15 ounces.
ago last night when Sharon unexAll went well, however, with both
pectedly gave birth by Caesarean mother and the twins and at last
section to twin boys at Murray- report all were doing fine. John,
Calloway County Hospital. They meanwhile, is busily duplicating
had been expecting only a single everything they had done in
birth for their first child.
preparation for the single birth.
44.
John is the radio-television
One of the first people to stop by
specialist in the University Infor- to see me ater I
returned home
mation Service office at Murray from the hospital the
other day was
State and the son of Dr. Jim, Sr., John Dale, the minister at
the
and- -Libby -Hart --Sharon, Seventh and Poplar StreetChurch
teaches special education in Ten- of Christ.
nessee, is the daughter of Frank
"I just want you to know," he
and Betty Blodgett.
said,"that it isn't every day that a
John wa,s standing by when Dr. Church of Christ congregation
ofGene Cook lifted the first little boy fers prayers for a Baptist, but
we
from his mother at 11:38 p.m. A were praying for you, old friend."
beautiful little fellow, everyone was
John Dale and I have been close
exclaiming how good he looked friends
for a long time now, and
when Gene held up two fingers.
there is no way I can tell him and
"You're kidding!" John exclaim- his congregation just how much I
ed. but moments later, at 11:40 appreciate that. It is very
p.m. to be precise. Gene held up the humbling.

ItImacrive

Looking Back
Ten tear'.ai,
The Hey Harold Smotherman,
83, pastor of Oak Grove Baptist
Church, died today in an car-fire
accident at his home
Pictured are children of
Cooperative Vacation Church
School from Immanuel Lutheran.
First Presbyterian. First Christian and St. John's Episcopal
Churches planting a Foster Holly
tree at Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Twenty,tear'.ago
God and Country Scouting
awards were presented by the
Rev Lloyd W. Ramer at First
Methodist Church to six members
of Boy Scout Troop 45. They are
John Robertson. Mark Kennedy.
Bob Haar. Rodney Lowe. Clair
Eversmeyer and David Garrison.
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Evelyn Palmer. hostess at Murray Woman's Club House. is attending National Executive
Housekeepers Associational Congress in San Francisco. Calif.,
June 30-July 3. She will also visit
her daughter and family while
there'.
Thirty years ago
James Starks. Machinist's Mate
First Class. USN. departed
Boston. Mass.. June 11 aboard
Destroyer USS Davis for a two
months midshipman trailing
cruise to Northern Europe.
Auburn Wells. faculty member at
Murray State College, spoke about
the present French crisis and
Algerian situation at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was introduced by Dr. Ralph Woods.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey E. Thompson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar S.
Houston, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Melton. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Banks, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Maness and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin West.
Forty years ago
A 45-minute storm in Murray
yesterday afternoon caused
around $5,000 worth of damage.
according to latest estimates at
noon today.
Murray High School Band won
the loving cup and $150 for performance in VFW Parade at
Paducah on Jan. 26. Drum Major
Jerry Williams got first prize of
$75 along with Majorettes Letitia
Maupin, Letha Lyons, Wanda
McReynolds and Betty Thurman.
Fred Pierce, Frelan Pierce and
Paul Pierce are pictured with fish
taken while fishing near Kentucky
Dam.
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Letter To The Editor

Unwanted puppies, kittens should be taken to Shelter
Dear Editor.
I am writing you about the problem facing our local Humane
Society. I'm thirteen, and an active
member of PAWS i Pets Are
Wonderful Society. At our latest
PAWS meeting. Shawn Maxwell,
who is active with the Humane
Society, informed us about a pro-

blem and asked us to explain the
problem and it's cause and effect
to friends and neighbors.
The,problem is the dog and cat
population. Most people don't
understand the importance of having your dogs and cats spayed or
neutered. Some think that all the
puppies and kittens brought to the

Shelter find nappy homes. That is
not true. Many of them get put to
death to make room for all the new
unw.ed animals. If you have a
load of unwanted puppies or kittens
please don't leave them on the
highway. The Humane Society
would rather that you take them to
the Shelter. At least there they will
have food and water. Please have

your animal spayed or neutered. If
not to help the Humane Society,
tfien for the animals, who would
have to die to make room for your
unwanted animals.
Sincerely,
Vair Booth
1502 Beckett Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

'Unintentional murder possible in Kentucky
•

Commonwealth
Comment
By Michael
D. Ward
Contsoosysalth Atlisnisy

The heart-rending tragedy of the church bus
collision in Carroll County in which 27 people
were killed has saddened Kentucky as well as
the rest of the nation.
The criminal prosecution of the indivival
allegedly responsible for this terrible happening will no doubt receive a wide range of
public attention.
This defendant has been charged with 27
counts of capital murder, apparently based
upon the investigation which revealed that he
was driving the pickup truck on the wrong
side of the road which collided with the church
bus. Preliminary reports indicate that he was
highly intoxicated.
Assuming that the coins* was accidental
and unintentional, one may understandably
ask,"How could this drunk be guilty of capital
murder of 27 people?"
Whether he is guilty of these crimes is yet to
be determined.
Whether he can be charged of these offenses

has been determined by the Kentucky Penal
Code.
Kentucky is one of the states in this country
where persons can be convicted of "unitentional murder". Our statute specifically
states that a person is guilty of murder when
he operates a motor vehicle "under circumstances' manifesting an extreme indifference to human life" and wantonly engages
in "conduct which creates a grave risk of
death to another person and thereby causes
the death of another person."; •
Under certain aggravating circumstances
in Kentucky, murder is a capital offense
which can carry the penalty of death.
One of these aggravating circumstances
which apply to the Carroll County case is that
of multiple deaths.
But here is the rub.
The multiple death provision of the death
penalty statute requires that "the offender's
act or acts of killing were intentional and
resulted in multiple deaths."
From the strict, reading of the statute
therefore, it would appear that there can be no
capital wintdi Mt1rdertf tt is-based upon the
multiple deaths aggravating circumstance.
But, as in many instances with what seems
moiredefinition of the law, there may,be
like
wto o
arclear
ways for it to be interpreted.
What are -acts of killing"? Was it merely
the driving of the truck while intoxicated or

the actual driving of the truck into the church
bus?
If the statute requires that only the acts of
the driving of the truck while intoxicated be
intentional, then the death penalty charge can
probably stand.
On the other hand. if it requires that the actual collision be intentional, then it will probably fall.
Interestingly enough, there is another aggravating circumstance under which the
death penalty may be imposed which might
have some bearing on this case.
The death penalty can be imposed in Kentucky for murder when such killings "create a
great risk of death to more than one person in
a public place by means of a destructive
device. weapon. or other device which would
normally be hazardous to the lives of more
than one person."
Is a pickup truck being driven down a
highway by a drunk driver a "destructive
device" which would "normally be hazardous
to the lives of more than one person"?
One could make a very strong point that it
is. Of course, it can also be argued that this
particular aggravating circumstance was
strictly intended for terrorist's type
bombings.
It appears that the ciminal prosecution arising out of this tragedy will be fought not only
with deep emotions but legal entanglements
as well.
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes will be
honoredin celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday,
July 3.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Community Room of
the North Branch of Peoples
Bank.
All family and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Sykes were married June.2,5, 1938, at Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Sykes. the former Mary
Rudene Neale. is the daughter Of
the late Laymon Neale and Essie
Armstrong Neale.
She is a retired nurse from
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Sykes is the son of the late
Louie Sykes and Minnie Spiceland
Sykes.
He retired as assistant
postmaster of Murray postoffice.
Mr. and Mrs. Sykes have served
more than 20 years as volunteers
to the local Boy Scouts and
American Legion Baseball.
They have one daughter. Mrs.
Sarah McCuiston and husband,
Max, of Murray; and two sons,
Neale Sykes and wife. Joyce,
South Fulton. Tenn., and Dale
Sykes and wife. Cindy. Santa Barbara, Calif. One son. Charles Dale
Sykes: died in 1945.
Their grandchildren are Mickey
McCuiston and wife. Donna.

••••••••

•

Mr. and Air
Aurora. Ill., Mark McCuiston and
Monty McCuiston. Murray. Mrs.
Lea Ann Bucher and husband.
Clint, Nashville. Tenn., Ricky
Sykes, Lori Sykes and Rusty
Sykes, South Fulton, Tenn.. Amy

Cleo Sykes
Sykes. Paducah, and Rebecca
Sykes. Santa Barbara, Calif.
Three great-grandchildren are
Mitchell McCuiston. Tiffany McCuiston and Derek McCuiston.
Aurora. Ill.

Iideocassetto
are announced

Your Individual
Horoscope

IW The Associated Press
The following are the most
popular videocassettes as they appear in June 27th issue of
Billboard Thiagazine. Copyright
1988, Billboard Publications. Inc.
Reprinted with permission.

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY.JUNE 29. 1988

ARIES
offbeat in entertainment appeals to
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
you. It's a good day for daring and
Intuition puts you right on the recreational pursuits.
career track, but remember to keep LIBRA
VIDEOCASSETTE SALES
practiCalities in mind. Work on long- (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zrote
1 Callanetics•• • MCA ,
term goals. A home matter requires
You'll want to decorate 1114A1. and
2 S:art Up With Jane Fonda'• • Lonmar
attention.
enhance the home. You'll also tidy up
3 Lady and the Tramp" • Disney ,
TAURUS
and get rid of clutter. Shopping is a
4 Star Trek IV The Voyage Home
(Apr.20 to May 20)
• Paramount ,
plus now.
5 Jane Fonda's Low Impact .Aerobic
A partner remains your best confiSCORPIO
Workout'. 'Lorimar,
dante. Plans for travel are more (Oct. 2:3
to Nov. 211
6 • Pink Floyd The Wall- , MGM-U A •
definite now. The theoretical must be
You're effective in communicating
7 • Fatal Attraction'• Pararnocint
balanced with common sense. Some your ideas
S 'Madonna Ciao Italia Live from Italy•
now. Others are impressed
ideas may be unclear.
by your conviction. Creative types , Sire ,
GEMINI
Ar. American Taal ',MCA ,
feel inspired. Friendly visits with
10 'Playboy's 1988 Playmate of the Year '
(May 21 to.lune 20)
neighbors are indicated.
,HBO Video ,
The job is still the best route to SAGITTARIUS
VIDEOCASSETTE ILE T.ALS
financial gains today. Stay away from (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
1 -Fatal Attraction' • Paramount •
dubious investment schemes. Get
2
'
'Throw Momma from the Train** • Orion •
Shopping in out-of-the-way spots
3 The Witches of Eastwick- !Warner •
,enough motivation to bring a project could lead
to an unusual purchase.
4
"The Untouchables' Paramount •
to completion.
It's best not to talk about financial
5 -Baby Boom CBS-Fox •
CANCER
matters now. Joint dealings aren't
6 •Adventures in Babysitting
(June 21 to July 22)
• Touchstone'
favored.
It should be a happy day for you in CAPRICORN
7 "The Running Man" • Vestron •
S -Fatal Beauty" SIGM-1..'
romance. Some are very much in (Dec. 22 to.lan. 19)
9 "Overboard' •CBS-Fox ,
love. However, remember not to
It's a great time for group activities.
10 "Someone to Watch Over Me ' • RCA
become too absorbed — maintain You'll have a wealth
of new ideas Columbia ,
your own identity as well.
today. A close tie asks a favor of you.
LEO
Watch a tendency to over-celebrate
(July 23 to Aug.22)
at a party tonight.
Though expansive schemes are AQUARIUS
part of your consciousness now. it's (Jan. 20 to Feb.
18)
best to concentrate on what needs to
It's a quiet but productive day.
be done today at work. Take one day You'll be
busy working from behindat a time.
the-scenes. Meditation and aew-age
VIRGO
thought are areas worth pursuing. Sit
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
still and try contemplation.
Grocery Bill
You'll want to do something with PISCES
is 119.80
Ade
your creative talents today. The
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
4810(
Fifty years ago this month our
You'll certainly be the center of grocery bill
was $19.80. This was
attention now. Popularity is at a peak.
for
food
for
the
entire month and
News comes from distant friends.
Someone you know tends to exagg- for four adults and one five-yearold. We did not go to the market,
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
erate tonight.
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Leeper and Wilson vows are said
Miss Cassandra Jo Leeper and
MiGhael Derrel Wilson were
united in marriage in a 2 p.m..
ceremony on Sunday, May 15. at
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn
Grove.
The bride is the daughter of Lt.
Col. and Mrs. David A. Leeper of
Fort Polk, La.. and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Derrel
Wilson of Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.
John Dale, minister of Seventh.
and Poplar Church of Christ. Murray, performed the double ring
ceremony. Music was provided by
Sue Call, pianist.
.
The altar held a large arch entwined with greenery and pink silk
roses. On either side of the arch
was a basket of ferns and brass
candelabra tied with pink satin
bows. Family pews were marked
with pink bows and greenery.
The bride was escorted by her
father in his Army dress blue
uniform and given in marriage by
her parents.
Her dress of taffeta with chiffon
overlay featured a sweetheart
neckline adorned with lace and
seed pearls. The regular waistline
flowed to a full sweeping train.
The sheer sleeves had the same
lrim. Her headpiece was a pillbox
hat with an attached veil with trim
matching the dress.
She carried a bouquet of white
and pink roses, baby's breath and
.
•
greenery tied with pink ribbon.
••
For something old and borrowed.
she wore her mother's pearls and
for something blue, a garter.
Laurie Watts of Paducah was
the maid of honor. Bridesmaids
•
were Lue Ann Coleman of Cadiz
and Lori Hensley of Murray.
They wore pink satin. floorlength gowns. They featured
slightly off-shoulder. gathered cap
sleeves as well as dropped waists
and cummerbunds. Each carried
a single pink rose with greenery
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Derrel 1Vilson
and baby's breath tied with pink
ribbon.
The groom's moiher chose a three-tiered wedding cake. punch
Serving the groom as best man periwinkle blue dress
and assorted finger foods
of
.vas Ted Gore of Rt. 1. Puryear. fon. Both mothers woresoft chifPink roses were used as decoraorchid
3roomsmen were Kyle Spurgeon corsages.
tion in the room.
of Paris, Tenn. and Kevin Key.
All grandmothers were
Following the wedding. the
the groom's cousin. Rt. 2. presented carnation corsages
newlyweds left for their new home
and
Puryear.
the grandfathers also had at 2070 Windover Oaks Circle,
Paul Hensley of Humboldt. carnations.
Titusville, Fla. 32780. A week
Tenn.. and Gary Paschall of
The wedding was directed by the later, they traveled to Nassau.
Puryear were ushers. Hensley groom's aunt. Mrs.
Agnes Payne Bahamas, during a one-week
also lighted the candles
of Dallas. Texas, and his cousin, cruise.
All men wore gray tuxedoes Mrs. Sherie Burnett of Sherman.
The groom's parents hosted a
with -white pleated shirts, pink Texas.
dinner at Seven Seas Restaurant
bows ties and pink cummerbunds
Sandy Cook of Dixon hosted a in Murray following the wedding
They had boutonnieres of pink reception in the church
fellowship rehearsal. The honorees, their
rosebuds, baby's breath and hall following
the wedding. families and wedding party were
greenery.
Servers were Renee Leeper. Lone served a seafood buffet.
The bride's mother wore a dress Leeper and Krista
The couple presented gifts to
Leeper, all of
of deep lilac with a pleated skirt Paducah.
their attendants during the
accented with a sheer blouson top.
The serving table featured the evening.
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IF BORN TODAY you are highstrung and imaginative. You need to
keep a watch over your temperament
lest it undermine your efficiency. You
have an interest in public service and
like to work for humanitarian causes.
Sometimes you may have trouble
concentrating, but you are highly
creative. Work is inspired, but sometimes erratic. Music and writing may
be special talents. Hirthdate of:
Stokely Carmichael, black militant;
Fred Grandy. actor .congressman; and
Samantha Smith, child ambassador.
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Wednesday
is...

truck, and determined the size by
the 12" x 12" card hanging in his
sight. We turned the card to show
which of the four sizes — 15, 25. 50
or a 100 lunds we wanted that
day.
Food kept cool in the ice box
over night most times. There was
a pipe in the bottom of the ice
chest that drained the melting ice
through a hole bored in the floor:
The largest size piece of ice lasted
a short time. especially if it was
chipped for serving ice tea. We
kept ice water by placing a 25
pound hunk in a 10-gallon insulated cooler that had a spigot
near the bottom. This saved the
opening of the icebox door and
saved the ice.
Mr. Murrell who was also our city judge once, was popular with
the children in the neighborhood.
They would gather around him
while he used his ice pick to chip
off the desired size piece from the
block, fresh from the local
iceplant. The falling pieces were
gathered up by the kids. They
followed him through the entire
block, chatting 'with, him and he
joking with them.
To save his pants from the drip-

DOUBLE DAY
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select our food and tote it home as
we do now, but we phoned it daily.
It was delivered by 9 a.m. in time
for it to be cooked before noon.
Martha Kelly Gardner and
Suzanne Snook lived with us then
making the five in our household.
Why order groceries daily?
There were few -electric
refrigerators — just ice iceboxes
that were kept on the back porch
available to Mr. Hub Murrell who
delivered ice daily. He chipped off
the specified poundage from the
block on his wagon — later a

9-7
Sat.
95:30

ov

OVIES TO 60

•

ping ice that he carried with tongs,
he had a -tosack" belted SR his
waist.
Because the mornings were
cool, we cooked our food for the
day then. The coal oil stoves were
popular, with four or five wick-fed
burners — two were under the
removable tin oven and the others
for boiling and frying. Not only did
the stove give energy for cooking
but gave off heat that was sweat
producing and heated the entire
house on a summer day. even with
all the doors and windows open.
The cooked food waa placed in
bowls and set on the table for
lunch. What was left over, was
covered and left there for supper
in the cool of the dày. We rarely
had food to keep over night, so if
there was any leftovers — they
were scraped in the scrapbucket.
The April 1938 statement I am
using for this review is from:
Robt. Swann and Son
Groceries and Feed'Produce
Bought and Sold
Pho. 24 Prompt Delivery Pho.
25.
On April 1. I ordered only a
quart of milk. It was delivered
promptly and courteously. On the
5th the order was larger:
Cabbage 8 cents: Hominy 10
cents.
Later I phoned in saying "If my
order has not started, will you add
three Cokes?" On April 9, 1 must
have been planning a party. My
order was: Phil. cream cheese 20

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Siecond Set of Prints

FREE!

149

Every Wednesday receive a secona set

ONLY
With Garlic Bread

of prints absolutely FREE

Inside Dining Only

Cheri Theatre Lobby

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

4

753-4175
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99' SPECIAL FOR KIDS

Salad 59 Extra
Free Refills On Drinks

1

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PRA
You con? eat this well at homy for this price

cents; stuffed olives 10 cents; ki
doz. lemons 10 cents; .
12 doz.
oranges 10 cents; pineapple _juice
10 cents: paper napkins 7 cents; 2
grapefruits 10 cents; gel§tin
cents; lettuce 12 cents.
. That order was delivered by
Eurin Perry.
On April 77: Beef chips 15 cents:
cinnamon rolls 10 cents; strawberries 15 cents: mustard greens 10
cents; poke sallet 2 cents; . 4
tomatoes 13 cents; Graham crax
10 cents; 4 palm olive soap 20
cents.
We alternated in our grocery
trading with Lee and Elliot; and
Tolley's Food Market because,we
wanted to share our buying with
those who did business with the
Bank of Murray where George
worked.
Annie Ingram helped me with
the housework — working a half
day. The going wage then was
$3.50 per week. Remember this
was in the days following the 1933
depression.
Shroat's Meat Market, was just
three short blocks from our 603
Olive St. home. We ordered most
of our meat from them. It was
delivered by a boy on foot. A small
order was tteated with the same
interest as would a big one. ,
Our milk was delivered daily by
horse-drawn closed cab — later by
motorized truck by Ryan Milk Co.
Heavy, round, small-mouthed
glass bottles were used. A round
cardboard top sealed the container. Milk was left on the front
door steps early in the morning.
That was before homogenization
ind the cream rose to the tap of
the bottle, sometimes two Inches
tileeP• •
Most of the butter we used came
from George's brother Jim's
farm. He and Lucille delivered it
freshly made from the old dashertype churn. The butter was worked until all milk was extracted,
then formed into rounds in wooden
molds The raised bit of butter in
the center of the pound was an
acorn and oak leaf pattern I have
forgotten what we paid them per
pound. The price of a quart of
milk. I have forgotten, too
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SILVER PROFILES
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She was born in Le Havre,
France; he was born in Ohio. They
meet in France and you read
about him in the last column. We
shall write about her today. Their
lives have been interwoven and
entwined ever since.
Simone and Robert Taylor met
In her native country but she is
proud to be an American. The
record shows that she became a
naturalized citizen in 1950.
Although she has not lost her accent, there is no doubt that she is a
citizen and wants you to know
that. It is refreshing to hear her
talk of her native land and her

.sinknic En

adopted land.
Simone• Taylor seems to be at
home wherever she has lived but
when she saw Murray, it was the
beginning of another type of love
affair. After buying a farm near
New Concord and returning to this
area in 1964, the Taylors bought
cows, pigs, and the usual compliment of dogs and cats. But this
was not to be a permanent home
just yet, for 18 months later, Bob
had orders to go to Europe. The remainder of the service time was
spent in Europe.
Simone's sister continues to live
there as did her father. All of the

tuluntccr

Taylors must have enjoyed and
benefitted from visiting and living
abroad.
Although her sister visits this
country very often, Simone will
tell you how she misses her as the
two were very close. "But that is
not my home over there anymore;
it is just my birthplace. I've been
in America since 1949 and I've
been just a housewife."
Let's do two things: eliminate
the word "just" for it implies
something of less importance and
then let's enumerate what Simone
has accomplished. The multiplicity of being a housewife is well
documented. In addition to handling all the various associated jobs,
helping with the parenting of five
sons, assisting on the dairy farm,
and being a military wife, there is
more.
Since 1972, she has done
volunteer work. First, with the
Red Cross and, since the inception
of Murray -Calloway Senior
Citizens, she has worked steadfastly with our organization.
Several years ago, her home
was the center for the silver
citizens in the New Concord area.
There was no appropriate meeting
place available in that part of the
county and it was a natural thing
for Simone to offer the hospitality
of the Taylor house.
Simone is a member of the
MCSC Board and began to feel
that she could do even more as a
volunteer. So, when husband Bob
agreed to handle the city Mealson-Wheels route, she talked with
Verona Grogan and offered to
assist her on Thursday at the Ellis
Center. Thus, the two Taylors
come into Murray to do their
Thursday Silver Volunteer work.
It is enlightening to hear Simone
talk of her dedication to being a
volunteer. "I feel good about doing
it but I would feel terrible if I
stayed home and did nothing. I
wonder sometimes if I am doing it
for people or for myself. Do I not
get the benefit?"
When doing something for
others, everyone reaps the
rewards. And where does it say
that givers should feet guilty, for
the giving and receiving gives us a
circle that is complete.
Travelling. fishing, caring and
volunteering are several of the
things in life that Simone and Bob
Taylor prize.

Historical Society completes t'ear
It) DK. K Vt 1OF'lI'.l.I).
puhlicit) director
The Jackson Purchase
Historical SIR iety has completed
another successful year-under the
leadership .of Benson Hlackie of
Benton and Fairdealing
The programs included the fall
trip w ith Bill Wilson as Tour
Director The group toured Ole
Miss Faulkner country. a number
if stately homes at Holly Spring.
Miss
Sue Daniell gave a personal
.00k at the Teacher- in-Space Pro.
gram :n I )ecember I )r Ernie Rob
Baileydescribed the resources of
the Archives at the Murray State
Pogue Library for the March
session
Dr Jerry Herndon. a Trigg
County native, related the history
of Golden Pond's moonshine days
for the June meeting which was
followed by the observation of a

""., DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M D

Tickling isn't
always fun
DEAR DR GOTT What would you
say to a man who tickles his children
until they cry"
DEAR READER I would say that
he is somewhat sadistic and ought to
pick on someone his own size Tickling has its place in horseplay, but it
quickly can become unpleasant and
painful While I wouldn't neeessarily
label this excessive activity child
abuse, it comes dose It becomes abusive when the children regard it as unpleasant. painful, invasive or simply
unwelcome

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who'what/where questions
about your new city,

As

WELCOME

WAGON

Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on

r•Iiable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

—

1 1'Fialia'f.
l111(dit.
-

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst Hostess Ingehorg King 492 834R

still in operation at 'in.'s Empire paying dues for the coming year.
Farm of the TVA I )r. Hunter HanThe report of the nominations
cock had arranged this with committee was made by Dr. Ray
former president Edwin (;raves of Mofield of Hardin and Benton.
Murray and a member of the TVA
The new vice president and
staff
president-elect is Anita Clay DarBlackie turned over his gaVel to
nall of Hardin. She worked for a
Mrs. Nelson ( Betsy Hudson. vice
president of the Bank of Benton. number of years in the office of
who will direct affairs of the Socie- Dr. Joe Miller in Benton and is
now servtng with the Calloway ty for the 19(sr-s9 year
Marshall County Health DepartBill Wilson of Water and Sledd
ment
in Murray and Benton. Her
Creek immediately revealed tenson
Lyn
Richard is director of
tative plans for a tour on Saturday. Sept. 24 to the St Genevieve. Placement Service for Murray
State University and her daughter
Mo., area.
Cheryl
Kay Richard Schmitt is
Helen Wilcox of Murray. Editor
of the Journal, told the 76 persons employed by Bristol-Myers in
jamming the Holiday Restaurant Evansville, Ind. She is the
dining room at Aurora the 19Sr edi- .daughter of Clay Darnall and the
tion was ready and appealed for late Agnes Gardner Darnall of
Hardin.
articles for the 1989 publication.
Secretary-Treasurer Margaret
All other officers have agreed to
Heath of Benton gave her report serve for the coming year inon the state of the Society's cluding Mofield as publicity
finances, along with directions for director
I think that the man should develop
more appropriate methods of getting
close to his children and having fun
with them As a general rule. youngsters cry when they are uncomfortable This should be the indication to
any grownup that the situation has
progressed beyond play and that the
adult should lay off A
DEAR DR GOTT I'm an ex-hairdresser and have pulmonary fibrosis
My doctor feels it is from inhaling
hair spray Do you agree"'
DEAR READER The potential
problems of inhaling hair spray seem
to be of considerable concern to many
readers However, to my knowledge,
no reputable scientific reports have
identified any consistent lung abnormalities in people exposed to aerosolizi.d hair spray Therefore, while, in
theory. this compound could cause
disease, I cannot give you any practical evidence that this is so
Pulmonary fibrosis is a chronic ailment marked by extensive scar formation in lung tissue, it is associated

OPENING

with severe emphysema and difficulty breathing The disease appears
with time and has a proven association with air pollution caused by tobacco smoke and industrial exposure,
such as coal mining and other dusty
occupations Ask your doctor to give
you the specific reasons why he believes hair spray is the basis for your
fibrosis
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report. "Living with Chronic Lung
Disease" Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 and their
name and address to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title
DEAR DR Gorr What do you
think of reflexology^
DEAR READER Reflexology is a
method of treating disease by massaging the soles of the feet. It is pure
bunkum, sheer medical quackery.
Stay away from it pnless your shoes
are too tight and you need to have
your feet rubbed.

JULY 1

10:00

A.M.

LYNN GROVE
GIFTS & COLLECTIBLES
ROSEVILLE - SEBASTIAN - OCC. JAPAN
NIPPON - ORIG. WORKS OF ART - CRAFTS - ETC

COME BROWSE
HWY. 94 W. ACROSS FROM ROLLER RINK SIGN
RT. 7 BOX 311A 435-4202 MURRAY, KY.
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Couple to be married for 25 years
Mr. and Mrs Johnny Ingram of
Rt. 2, Murray, will observe their
25th wedding anniversary on
Thursday. June 30.
They were married on that day
in 1963 at Hardin Baptist Church.
The Rev. Cox officiated.
Their attendants were Sandra
Treas and Robert Ingram, brother
of the groom.
Mrs. Ingram, the former Nancy
Forth, is the daughter of Mrs. Barbara Forth of Murray and the late
Harold Forth. She is employed at
H.T. Marketing.
Mr. Ingram is the son of Mrs.
Mary Ingram of Murray and the
late Lucas Ingram. He is
employed at General Tire and
Rubber Co.
They have two daughters, Mrs.
Karen Clayton and Miss Dana Ingram, both of Murray.
No formal celebration is
planned.

Mr. and Mrs.. Johnny Ingrain

Newborns and dismissals released
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June
24, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Bruner baby girl, parents. Joy
and Michael, 1006 College Cts.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Hilda F. Gerfin. Rt. 7. Box
480, Murray; Ronald Sallin, 1547
Mockingbird Dr., Murray: Mrs.
Patricia L. Todd, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.:
Mrs. Deborah Berlin, New Concord; Mrs. Dorothy Norsworthy,
1500 London Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Judy Carol Wright, Rt, 1, Box 151.
Hazel;
Mrs. Kimberly Leddin, New
Concord; Mrs. Margrette Enoch,
Rt. 1, Box 168, Hazel; Mrs. Hilda
Mae Penrose, Rt. 7, Box 564,
Murray;
Mrs. Mamie Turbeville, Rt. 2,
Wingo; Mrs. Elizabeth 'Puckett,
Dexter; Robert Crawford, 1105
Larkspur, Murray:
Mrs. Linda K. Duncan, Rt. 5,
Box 621, Murray; Mrs. Nialissa
Broach, Puryear, Tenn.; Roy A.
Harmon, 1713 Melrose, Murray;
Mrs. Peggy Hendon. 228 South
15th St., MUrray; Mrs. Gladys
Cochran, Rt. 1, Box 32, Hazel. "
One newborn admision and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
June 25. have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Lewis baby girl, mother. Mary,
804 Williams, Paris; Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Traci Mattingly and baby
girl. Rt. 2. Box 913, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Darvin Joshua Paschall,
Box 12. Cottage Grove. Tenn.:'
Jason Todd Keller, 712 Poplar
St., Murray; Patty D. Litchfield.
4629 Rockcastle Princeton Rd.,

lt)t

Cadiz; Andrew Harned, 801 26, have been released as follows:
Hickman Hill Rd.. Frankfort;
Newborn admissions
Mrs. Kelly Freeman and baby
Dick baby girl, parents, Tressia
boy, Rt. 3. Box 112, Benton; and Marty, 1498 Clayshire.
Mildred Wilson. CR Box 158, New
Murray;
Concord; Paul Cook Simpson. Rt.
Hack baby girl. parents, Teena
1, Sedalia;
and Thomas, Rt. 1, Holly Hills
Clarence Odell Cunningham, Rt. Subdivision, Calvert City.
5, Box 242, Muray; Emma
Dismissals
Palmer. 711 Riley. Murray; Carl
Mrs. Joy Lynn Bruner and baby
Wade Chester. Rt. 1. Box 113, girl, 1006 College Cts., Murray:
Kirksey:
Mrs. Sharon E. Hart and twin
Lila Braddy. Rt. 2. Box 45, baby boys. 804 Main St., Murray;
Buchanan, Tenn.; Christina BranMrs. Barbara N. Hudson. B-15
don, Rt. 1, Box 194, Alm:
Fox Meadows. Murray: Miss
Wallie L. Sutton, 1002 Oak Grove Geneva A. Williams, 201 Greer,
Circle. Benton: Frances Mc- Paris. Tenn.; Fred Butterworth,
Cuiston. 500 Pine St.. Murray: Rt. 1. Box 89. Murray;
Latrisha Sanders. 709 Gwen,,
Mrs. Irene Johnson, 201 West
Paris, Tenn.
- 12th St.. Benton; Mrs. Annabelle
Stone. 806 Bagwell Dr., Murray:
Edward Chadwick, 205 South 12th
Two newborn admissions and St.. Murray;
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Carrie Pace expired, 721
County Hospital for Sunday, June
Nash Dr., Murray.

FASHICAS • AT • LARGE
We've Moved To
412 Broadway
(Downtown)

BEAT THE HEAT!
New Shipment of Fresh
Frozen Vegetables

Mon

ORDER NOW

eca Vartg,

Country lak
Buffet
Wednesday
Night
5 til 8 p.m.
ALL YOU
CAN EAT
Ky. Country Ham
Catfish
Country
Vegetables
Salads
& Beverage

'3.95
\koZir9

US 641
South

Paducah, Ky.

While Supply Lasts!

9599
$ 1899

Cut

Green Beans

20 Lb. Box

Frosty Acre

Baby Limas

20 Lb. Box

Purple Hull

Peas

9799
20 Lb. Box

Cut

Corn

20 Lb. Box

Crowder

Peas

20 Lb Box

100% Pure Ground Beef 1/4 lb.

Patties

14 Lb. Box

9479
$ 1 799
46
$19

Field

Wieners

Lb

$1
89
•

Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON-HAM CO

!Mom 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.

eat"ti'

7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
inspected Meat Market ri ftluff,n

p.

11
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Corning community events are listed
Wednesday,June 29
at central office, 400 North Fifth
St.. Mayfield, at 2 p.m.
————
Junior Golf Clinic for ages 8 to 11
will be at 9:30 a.m. and for ages 12
and up at 10:30 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.
————
Members of Murray Art Guild
will meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to
paint. Anyone interested is invited
to join.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
•
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Tuesday,June 28
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
————
Vacation Bible Schools will be
as follows: Elm Grove Baptit
Church at 6:30 p.m.; Palestine
United Methodist Church at 7
p.m., Blood River Baptist Church
at 6 p.m.
————
Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers will perform at Kenlake
State Park at 7:30 p.m.
———
The Single's Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce building.
For information call Pam at
759-1105. Ken at 753-6935, Paul at
759-4415 or Sarah at 753-0799.
————
Officers of Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 7 p.m.
———
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly 1 Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For information call 753-9303.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Summer Showcase will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
————
Welcome New Youth Picnic and
Bible Study of Memorial Baptist
Church will be at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
————
- Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Wednesday,June 29
Ladies' events at Oaks Country
Club will be golf at 9 a.m. and
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
————
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Vacation Bible Schools will be
held as follows: Blood River Baptist Church at 6 p.m.: Palestine
United Methodist Church at 7
p.m.; Elm Grove Baptist Church
at 6:30 p.m.
————
West Kentucky Allied Services.
Inc. Board of Directors will meet

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting. GAs and RAs at 7 p.m.
and Sanctuary Choir at S p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Day Camp for 7 to 9
year-olds at 9:30 a.m.; Bible Study
at 9:45 a.m.; Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.: Klaymata supper and
fellowship at 6 p.m.; prayer
meeting at 6:45 p.m.: Sanctuary
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Free govern- ment commodities
will be distributed from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at county road depart-

Wednesday,June 29
ment's facilities on East
Sycamore Street. Each one should
bring a bag or box for carrying the
items.
— ——
Diet and diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Thursday,June 30
and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
LBL Wildlife at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. for
information call 762-3383.
————
Summer Showcase will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at Parish Center at 9:45 a.m.
and Pro-Temp Pastoral Council
meeting at Gleason Hall at 7:30
p.m.

Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Thursday,June 30
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Church. For information call
Carol at 753-2596, Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.
————
Signs of Love from Christ for the
Nations. Dallas. Texas, will be
singing and doing sign language in
concert at Christian Fellowship
Church. Briensburg. at 7 p.m.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Vacation Bible Schools will be at
7 p.m. at Palestine United
Methodist Charch and at 6:30 p.m.
at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
on courtsquare in downtown Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
pm.
Life House will have prayer
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. at
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 1506
Chestnut St.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center*:Buttermaking at 2:30 p.m.

Thursday,June 30
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.
Senior citizens' activities will be

Thursday,June 30

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Day Camp for 7 to 9
year-olds and Mothers' Day Out at

Countrv and
western top
records listed
Best-selling country-western
records of the week of June 26 based on Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have been released as
follows:
1. "If It Don't Come Easy,"
Tanya Tucker
2. "Fallin' Again." Alabama

%4('..%TlO\ BIBLE S('IKX)I. — St. Leo's Catholic Church and St. John
Episcopal ('hutch joined together for Vacation Bible School with fil1
children from age 4 to grade 6 participating. Carol Trevathan led in
group singing. Lessons on the Bible and creative arts and crafts %ere
directed by Dolores Hale, Blea illeemel and NI:try Reed. Lawn games
were conducted by ('arole Holcomb and Cathy Northrop. The school-, _
closed with a picnic on Friday noon. Debbie D.Angelo prepared a lunch
for the staff. Sr. Ntary Anne Vanz. 0.1'. and the Re). Andre Trevathan
were co-directors. Teachers were Cindy Cripps, Mary Meeks, Mary
Gertzen, Marilyn Aubrey, Frances Ross and Stacy Price. Youth helpers
were Kelly Krouse. Ben Erwin,Janet Creech and Bonita YoPliam.In the
top photo a group of children are shown singing songs at a picnic.
Teachers and helpers, bottom photo. are, from left. first row, Re‘.
Ire)athan.('arol Trevathan, Debbie IF Angelo, Sr. Vanz, %far) fiertzen,
Kelly Krouse. Bonita Popham, second row. Mar) Reed, Mary Meeks,
Delores Hale, eindi Cripps. Stacy Price. Bea Bleetnel, Ben Erwin and
Janet Creech.

3. "I Told You So." Randy
Travis
4. "Love of a Lifetime." Larry,
Steve, Rudy: The Gatlin Brothers
5, "Satisfy You,•' Sweethearts of
the Rodeo
6. "Out of Sight and on My
Mind," Billy Joe Royal
7. "If You Change Your Mind,"
Rosanne Cash
8. "He's Back and I'm Blue."
The Desert Rose Band
9. "Set 'em Up Joe." Vern
Gosdin
10."Talkin' to the Wrong Man,"
Michael Martin Murphey -

DA TEBOOK
arC
Local persons recently dismissed from area nospi!als int iude the
following ,Glenda I. Ridge of Murray from Henry County. Medical
Center. Pans Tenn .Joe Treas and Lucille Beaman of Kirksey. Stanley
Dennis of Dexter and Canday Jones of Mt.rray from Lourdes. Paducah.
Jimmy Anderson and George Mathis of Murray from W estern Baptist,
Paducah

eLEARANeE

TC/1/1iS /Val'

* SALE STARTS FRIDAY at 9 A.M.*
Men's Suits and Sportcoats
40% - 50% off
Dresshirts
Arrow Short Sleeved

Reg '22

Now '1 7

Yorke and Mancini Short Sleeved
Reg '26-'30
Now $20
All Long Sleeved Dresshirts
20% off
Big & Tall Long Sleeved Dresshirts
30% off

All Dresses and
Summer Sweaters
2 price
11/

Men's Golf and Camp Shorts & Sportshirts

11
/
2 price

1)1.1'1kra.Si ,Satliab

All Shorts and Tops
11
/
2 price

30% off
All Blouses and Skirts

Pants
Dress Pants by Corbin, Thomson & Jaymar

11
/
2 price

30% off
Large Rack Dress' & Casual

One New Group Koret

1/2 price

20% off

Young Men's Sportswear
(Pants & Shirts)

1/2 price

Shoes
All Timberland
30% off
Dexter Boat Shoe (3 styles)
40% off
Dexter Casuals (3 styles)
1/2 price
Freeman & Dexter Dress Shoes

30% to 40% off

All Handbags and Accessories
1
/
2 price
Racks at $ I0 -

15 - $20

Nutkingllant ;lag 4110
970 Chestnut St.

4

*Alterations Extra

()/1 1 //MSc/3v

Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club w ill play
Thursday. June 30. at s a m at the club courts Members are asked to
note the change in time The line•up is as follows: Court I — Brenda
Marquardt. Georgianna Moffitt. Shirley Homra and Nancy Whitmer:
Court 2 — Peggy Billington, Marilyn Adkins. Jeannetta Williams and
Martha Andrus. A substitute will be Cindi Cohoon

Knitshirts
Including Big & Tall
Reg '20-'22
Now $ 1 3"
Reg '24-30
Now 96"

Wednesday Ladies. Tennis Group fb: Murray CTiuntry Club will play
Wednesday. June
at 7 p m at the club courts The line•up is as
follows. Court I — Diane' Buckingham Marion Posey Mug Rigsby and
Tonda Thomas, Court 2 — Cheryl Whitaker. .10 Crass, Nancy
Haverstock and
I( km Miller, Court 3
Manlyn Adkisis. Nancy
Whitmer. Kathy Kopperud and Ann [Arlberg:('nun I — Cmdi Cohoon.
Judy Mastera. Frank le McNutt and Ahce Rouse Substitutes,will be Linda Salle, Marilyn Germann. Pat Seiber. Donna Keller. Norma Frank
and Renee Wynn
TC/1/1 LS Mal.

All Summer Slacks

CanC.scia

* All Sales Final

Boy Scout Troop 77 will sponsor a ham breaktast on Saturday...July 2,
from 6 to 9:30 a m. at Paglials Restaurant as a part of the Freedom
Fest activities Tickets are S3 50 for adults and S2.75 for children.
Families are urged to attend to support the Sc outs with proceeds to go
toward helping them purchase some much needed equipment. Tickets
may be purchased at the Family Tree in the Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center or by calling John Boltz at 753-5265.
);/k, (hi') plan,ti

)11. ,SCratlibk'

Oaks Country Club will have a club golf scramble on Monday. July 4,
at 10 a.m. at the club A potluck meal will follow the scramble Members
may call Charlie Hargrove. golf professional, at 753.6454 to sign up for
the scramble.
. .

Ainvets Auxiliary 1%71▪11 meet

Amvets Post 45 Ladies Auxiliarv will hold its regular monthly meeting
on Sunday. July 3, at 2 p.m. at the Post Home. Highway 79. east of Paris.
Tenn. Each lady Is asked to bring a covered dish.
Sttick('

aCCept.S.

),'1f1( )11

Terresa Stuckey recently accepted the position of Facility Director at
Associate Patient Services in Evansville. Ind., to begin July 1. APS is a
sheltered work program which provides vocational training for
developmentally disabled and mentally ill adults, located on the
grounds of Evansville State Hospital. Stuckey has worked as case coordinator at APS sine 19S7. She received her Bachelor of Science degree in
Rehabilitation Services from Murray State University. She attended
CalloWay County High School and is the daughter of Mrs. Virginia Luff.
man of Hamlin.

Singles will meet Thursday
The Single Connection will meet Thursday, June 30. in third floor

classroom of Educational Building of First United Methodist Church.

"Trust" will be the subject of the discussion. This is a group which pro•
vides fellowship, social events personal growth and. acceptance for
single adults of all ages, whether never married,
separated. divorced or
widowed. For more information call Carol at
753.2596, Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen at 435.4143.

THE MERN

a

1}0.ki7d,
1.11
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FOR THE SECOND YEAR IN A ROW,
we have been honored with the highest award
Ford Motor Company has for its dealers

THE PRESIDENT'S AWARD
for outstanding Customer Service.

Being awarded the 1 987 President's Award means we have been
rated as one of a select few Ford
Motor Company dealers nationwide
providing outstanding customer
satisfaction Who says so'? No less
than our customers themselves'
On surveys sent to our customers
rating all areas of our dealership they
gave us high scores Were proud of
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Avoid
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this award.. and the fact our
customers have recognized our efforts to deliver top quality vehicles.
and to back them with courteous,
competent and convenient serVice.
Thanks, customers! Rest assured
we intend to continue this same high
level of customer satisfaction
throughout 1 988 and beyond.
\ ,.71317..W.1174km

lia
".\
10E:&

ONE OF ONLY 118 OF OVER 6,100
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY DEALERS
SO RECOGNIZED.

A Total Team Comm ment

COMPLETE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION has always been the goal
of the Parkers.from OUR OFFICE STAFF includes Business
Manager Joe Rowland; from left Sue Thurleft James,President: Joe. Vice-President; David. General Manager and
John, Secretary mond, Accounting and Computer Operati
on; Linda Ford, Receptionist and Vehicle
and Treasurer. Joe. John and James are brothers. while David
is the son of James. Title Clerk and Jill Mitchell, Accounting
and System Operator.

OUR 60 YEARS OF PERSONAL ATTENTION to our customers is reflected in our
sales OUR PARTS DEPARTMENT stocks a complete line of genuine Ford Lincoln
and Merpeople. From left Keith Williams, Bill McCoart, Rodger Mayer. Ron Wright. Thomas
cury parts as well as Motorcraft Quality Parts and motor oil. Its personnel include
Jones. Nick Ryan and Larry McCully.
s
from left Jerry Graham-Parts Manager. Jimmy Dale Morris, Jerry Don Morris
and G.W.
Miller.

47 11.

OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT technicians are highly trained, skilled and experienced. They emphasize Quality Care and they use the latest computerized, state-of-theart automotive diagnostic equipment in pinpointing problems. Front row from left.
Glenn Barnett, Nate Milligan, Donnie Birdsong, Arvil Birdsong, and Jackie Kimbro.
Back from left Barry Harrell, Tim Blake, Jennifer Outland, Larry Poyner, Pat Watkins
,
Steve Sammons-Service Manager, Brian Wilkerson and Mike Barnett.

NO JOB IS TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL for our specialized auto body repair shop
and
its 244hour wrecker service front row from left Ronnie
Lovins, Steve Cunningham and
Sammy Tucker. Back row from left Gary Miller. Jody Griffin-Manager. Dale Brandon,
Harold Fones and Johnny Beard. Sam Spiceiand, not pictured.

Celebrating Our 60th Anniversary - 1928 to 1988
This Area's Oldest Volume Dealer
FORD
FORD
MERCURY
MERCURY
LINCOLN
FORD-L1NCOLN-MERCURY
LINCOLN

PARKER

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

„ .1

Murray, Ky
• I^
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Lendl takes
the fifth

Tyson KO's Spinks
in only 91 seconds

Top seed avoids
Wimbledon upset
in grueling match

Fight with detractors continues

By The Associated Press

WIMBLEDON, England — Get
into a fifth set with Ivan Lendl at
Wimbledon. and start saying your
prayers.
The -world's top-ranked player
may not have enjoyed the ultimate
success in the famed Grand Slam
tournament in six tries, but when
it comes to a battle of attrition,
he's a survivor.
Mark Woodforde. a red-haired
Australian. became Lendl's latest
five-set victim, cracking under
pressure after almost five hours to
go down 7-5, 6-7. 6-7. 7-5, 10-8 on
Monday.
Woodforde got closer than most
to beating Lendl at his own game
when he reached match point in
the 14th game of the final set. But
the Australian blew his chance
and was made to pay as the tournament's top seed reached the
quarterfinals fbr the fifth time in
six years.
Lendl, who survived a fivesetter in his previous match, said
mental strength was the key on
Monday.
"That's what pulls me through.
Otherwise. I wouldn't still be
here." the 28-year -old
Czechoslovak said.
Once again. Lendl is still here,
battling on in his quest for a first
Wimbledon title. But the name of
his quarterfinal opponent won't be
known until today. That's because
the fourth-round match on Centre
Court between American Tim
Mayotte and Henri Leconte of
France was called off due to earlyevening rain. with Mayotte
leading 6-4, 7-6.
That match was to be completed
today, after the first of the
women's quarterfinals between
American Chris Evert and Helena
Suicova of Czechoslovakia. Steffi
Heavyweight champion Mike Tyson stunned Michael Spinks
with a first-round knockout in Mondas night's
Graf, the top-seeded woman, was
championship fight.
..t INrr.i Able
next up against unseeded Pascale
Paradis of France.
The other women's quarterfinal
matched Americans Pam Shriver
and Zina Garrison.
Another unfinished fourth-round
match opened the program on
Court No. 1. Defending champion
By The Associated Press
Martina Navratilova of the U.S..
The Padres outburst came after
hits to lead ..i1;4-nit
The Pittsburgh Pirates are learaiming to win a record ninth
the Reds batted out of order to
Dodgers 4, A5tr4). If
Wimbledon singles title. trailed 4-2 ning what it means to play a big scuttle a potential rally in the botShawn Hillegas combined With
game. Learning very well.
in the first set against Larissa Saytom of the first inning. The Reds
three relievers on a five-hitter and
_After struggling for four years. made a last-minute lineup change
chenko of the Soviet Union.
Mike Scioscia hit a solo homer as
that apparently wasn't reflected
West German Boris Becker's the Pirates have put together a
Los Angeles won for the ninth time
properly in the official lineup
fourth-rounder against American talented young club. Led by
111 10 games.
Paul Azinacone, which never got 25-year-old right-hander Mike card.
Hillegas. 2-0. allowed a first.
The Reds' lineup gaffe was
started Monday, was next on Dunne and 26-year-old shortstop
inning single to Bill Doran and a
Rafael Belliard, they defeated discovered alter they had two runCourt No. 1.
fifth-inning hit to Rafael Ramirez
New York 2-1 Monday night to pull ners on base with one out in the
before being relieved by Tim
Jimmy Connors also had unwithin 34 games of the first-place first inning. One of the baserunCrews to start the seventh.
finished busiftess on Court No. 2.
Expos 6,Cardinals 3
The 35-year-old American was Mets in the National League East. ners was removed and an out was
Dunne, 5-6, walked eight in 6 1-3 charged for batting out of order.
Hubie Brooks hit a three-run
locked at 6-6 in the third set with
Giants 10, Braves9
homer with two outs in the 14th inWest Germany's Patrick Kuhnen innings and hit a batter, but scattered three hits and allowed only
Bob Brenly and Jose Uribe had
ning as Montreal snapped a four.
after splitting the first two.
one run. Belliard hit a tie-breaking two-run doubles in a five-run segamelosing streak
The finish of the Lendl- single in the fifth inning off Mets cond inning
and San Francisco
.4.VERWI A LE.461 1:
Woodforde match, the longest of ace Dwight Gooden as the
Pirates held on to defeat Atlanta.
'
Angels 16, Wins 7
the tournament to date, beat the
won their fifth straight game.
San Francisco's Mike Aldrete
Life as a hittermay be beginnrain by a few minutes.
had four hits. Kevin Mitchell had ing at 40 for Bob Boone, who has
NATIONAL LEAGUE
But it was almost dark when the
Elsewhere, it was Chicago 2. three hits, including a solo home caught a record 1.99 majorAustralian netted a backhand
Philadelphia 1: San Diego 9, CM- un. and Brett Butler also had three league games.
return to keep alive Lendl's dream
cirinati 2: San Francisco 10, Atlanof capturing the one Grand Slam
ta 9; Los Angeles 4, Houston 0. and
title that has eluded him.
Montreal 6, St. Louis 3. in 14
Lendl, who beat Michiel innings.
Cubs 2, Phillies 1
Schapers of the Netherlands in
Shawon Dunston hit a two-run
five sets during the third round,
has now won his last eight five-set homer and left fielder Rafael
Staff Report
the delicacy and cracked the first
matches at Wimbledon, stretching Palmeirp threw pitcher Shane
Seafood
Express
was willing to over-the-fence home run of the
Rawley out at the plate in the
back to 1981.
seventh inning as Chicago won for grant Rotary Club's Marcellus season in the Kentucky League
Woodforde. who stayed in the the ninth time in
Foster one helping Monday night competition.
12 games.
match by volleying magnificently.
-Brett Childers and Heath SherRick Sutcliffe, 6-5. gave up nine in Kentucky League action. but
said he was worn down by Lendl's 'hits
man added triples and Trent
and in 62.3 innings for the vic- Foster went for the full platter in
firepower.
Rotary's 26-7 win.
Wilson and Billy Smith doubled for
tory. He struck out five.
Seafood Express was trying to Rotary, while Foster also added a
"The guy kept whamming those
Padres 9, Reds 2
returns at me and serving
A mixup in lineup cards grant Foster an intentional walk triple. B.J. Owens had a double for
bombs," Woodforde said. "The
thwarted a first-inning Cincinnati when one of the pitthes strayed too Seafood Express
first serves were like nuclear
In other Kentucky League acrally and San Diego's Tony Gwynn close to the plate. Foster lunged at
rockets. The second serves were
hit a three-run homer to spark a
Just rockets."
seven-run second. '

By The Associated Press
reporters who had questioned
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — The
whether the personal turmoil in
fight with Michael Spinks was his life would affect his perforover with frightening ease. Mike
mance in the ring_
Tyson's fight with his detractors
"After this fight I wasn't really
goes on.
appreciative of what you reporters
Tyson. casting aside his per- did to me," Tyson said after ensonal problems, needed only 91 ding boxing's richest fight ever by
seconds to dispose of Spinks on
putting Spinks down twice in the
Monday night and retain his un- first round.
disputed heavyweight champion"You try to embarrass me. you
ship in a bout that helped cement try to embarrass my family. you
his stature as the top fighter of his try to disgrace us."
time.
Tyson. who turns 22 on ThursAfterward, he alternated bet- day. then hinted of retirement
ween the ectasy of a win and the
"As far as I know, this may be
bitterness of a man who feels he
my last fight." he said
has been wronged. blasting (Cont'd on page 9)

Forget about Tyson...
where's my sympathy?
Expert status blown in first round
Forget about Tyson's detrat •
tors_ What about mine'
While heavyweight champion
Mike Tyson complains that the
press blows his turbulent life outside the ring w ay out of proportion
as he counts his millions. I'm left
with five nonbelievers and seven
Of my hard-earned dollars were
left at Jim Shearer's house while
he counted everyone's money as
he cleaned up the place before his
bet bet
wife came home Monday night.
1)- in his
As Tyson stepped up and creamAnd
ed challenger Mickhael Spinks to with of
all !.. vv•strretain his heavyweight title. my
would decl.sre :' thoughts darted back to a simpler bet when
ys.).
time of my life a time when I
It's never .1
was only a spectator to other peo- lose
Well. I gut—
ple who were dropping money
his moments 11.c.:
because they had put their faith in listened
to ht7'. •
someone they didn't even know
But when .1,•• ; •
I can remember my uncle Bob- all write tiol.,!
by trying to explain to my grand- upcoming
'
father that he had made a • -good
r('ont'd on pace 9

¼. •

Major League Baseball

Pirates learn lesson well; Boone's life begins at 40
Boone's defense — he has won
yielding ti‘s. !..• five Gold Gloves — rather than his neman pits tit,I
lifetime 250 bat has kept him in
ings for his :4th sa‘t
the majors since 1972. And in the Ing up Mike Pagliaruio
:
middle of his 16th season, he is enhomer in the ninth
joying the hottest streak of his
Red Sox 5, Indians Ti
career
Rookie Jody Re-4, •
In other American League league homer .1
•
games. it was Detroit 6. New York touched off a
3: Boston 9. Cleveland 5: Oakland rally The Re,:
5, Milwaukee 4 in 14 innings. three innings
Baltimore 6. Toronto 2; Kansas Ci- Julio Franco hit a tie
ty 2. Chicago E and Seattle 6. home run on the first jott I. •: !!,s.
Texas 3
Cleveland sixth
Tigers 6, Vankees 3
Athletics 5. lire% ers
Gary Pettis had three hits and
Dare Henderson singleti
scored four times, Luis Salazar Lansford home from third
drove in three flirts and Jack Mor- with one out in the bottom 4 it he
ris and Mike Henneman combined 14th inning Lansford started the
on a sevin-hitter as the Tigers inning by drawing a leadott Aalk
beat New York for the fourth time from Milwaukee reliever kin
in as many meetings.
Plesac
Morris went 6 2-3 innings. ((bard on page 9)

Local sports

Best 'intentions' lead to first fence-clearer
tion. the Jaycees downed Walter's
Pharmacy 20-6 as Josh Taylor
tripled and doubled. Greg Miller
added two doubles and Brandon
McCoy doubled.,
Park League
Simmons Security Systems edged Thorton Heating and Airconditioning 4-2 while Dennison-Hunt
defeated Martha's Hi-urger 5-2

in Monday

Park League action

Robert Durr tripled and Brad
Simmons. Chris Baurer and Adam
Herndon had two hits each for SSS.
while Danny Cross, Markenny
Foster and Kyle Owens each drilled doubles for Thornton
Jason Gilliam homered and
singled and Brian Dennison doubled and singled for Dennison-Hunt.

Power hitters lift Mr. Gatti's to twinbill wins
Staff Report

Order Your
Whole Shoulder
for the

July 4th Weekend

KNOTH'S BAR•13•Q
Hickory Cooked

Hwy. U.S. 641
North

759-1712

Mr. Gatti's powe hitters supplied the toppings to a deep-dish
doubleheader sweep Monday night
in Upper Division girls' softball
action, as Gatti's downed Allison
Photography 13-11 and Derby 14-8.
Swift Roofing shut out D&W"15-0 in
other action.
Stephanie Vanover drilled three
hits, including a home run, against
Allison, then supplied a grand
slain home run and double in the
nightcap for Mr. Gatti's, while
Toni Ford and Ginger Billington
each had five hits in the
doubleheader.
Shelly Rudolph banged out two
home runs against Derby, while
Amy Ford and Donnis Stogner had
two hits in the second game.

Tina Barrow had three hits, including a grand slam, for AlliSod.
while Jennifer Parker and Mary
Ann Todd added three hits apiece.
Dina Fazi added two doubles.
For Derby. Kim Shelton had
three hits, including a double.
while Christy Lambert, Misty
Darnell and P.J. Chadwick each
had two hits and Christy Darnell
tripled.
Cynthia Garland, Amy Lamb,
Pam Bucy and Lydia Carter each
had two hits for Swift Roofing,
with Garland doubling. D&W had
only five hits, two from Leslie
Lobe.rger.
Lower Division
Murray Auto Parts downed People's Bank 12-10 and H.T.
Marketing edged Dennison-Hunt

17-16 in Lower Division play Cassy McNutt. and Kim Alex'Monday.
a.nder and doubles by Michelle
Celia Boone and Crissy Stub- Todd and Lane Dennison.
blefield homered for Murray Auto
Middle Division
while Rebecca Miller and Amanda
Allison Photography defeated
Lambert each doubled.
Murray
Julie Krouse krunched two WSJP Memorial Gardens 12-M,
edged Cain's Jeep-Eagle
homers for People's while Kelli .10-9 and
Bank of Murray downed
Morris, Heather Schroeder and Cain'-s
16-5
in Middle Division acAmberly Vance added home runs. tion
unreport
ed from last
For H.T. Marketing, Jean Orr
FGriday.
punched two home runs and a triAmanda Greer had a grandslam
ple, Kristen,Johnson and Cathrine,
Riley also homered. Jessica for Allison; Tammy Chester hit
Norsworthy and Jennifer Hopkins two round-trippers for WSJP and
tripled and Melissa Villaflor Mitrti McClard homered for
Cain's Jeep-Eagle.
doubled.
Sara Williams and Ellen
Valerie Shelton doubled, tripled
Carpenter each had a home tun and homered for Bank of Murray
and double for D-H, with home and Mitzi Rickman added a tripke
runs from Courtney' Christopher, and homer.

_

•

ror
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Tyson KO's Spinks...
(Cont'd from page 8)
If it was his last fight - and few
believe it will be considering the
tens of millions of dollars he still
stands to earn - Tyson certainly
went out with a bang.
With Spinks choosing a risky
course of standing and trying to
trade punches with the
heavyweight champion, Tyson
knocked the challenger down a
minute into the fight, then finished
him with a left-right combination
that left Spinks sprawled on his
back beneath the ropes, unable to
get up.
"When I came into the ring and
looked at him, I saw the fear and I
knew it would be ,a first-round
knockout," Tyson said.
Tyson landed only eight punches
in the brief fight, but from the time
the first left hook found its intended mark in Spinks' chin, the fight
was as good as over. Spinks threw
10 punches, landing just two. "The first punch I threw, he
wobbled a bit," said Tyson."Right
there, I knew I had him."
Spinks. who had never been
knocked down, much less out, in a
professional career that spanned
11 years. tried to make it a fight.
He went to Tyson and tried to
throw an overhand right, but the
champion responded with a right
of his own that crashed into

Spinks' left temple.
heavyweight title fights in history.
Tyson followed with a three"There's no fighter like me,"
punch combination that sent Tyson said. "I can beat any fighter
Spinks backward into the ropes. in the world."
Tyson made Spinks his 16th
Spinks bounced off the ropes and
crossed part of the ring where first-round knockout victim- while
Tyson met him and landed down a scoring his 31st knockout in 35
left to the head and a right to the fights.
Spinks, who earned $13.5 million
chest that put the challenger
down.
for his part in boxing's richest
"I said I would come to fight," bout ever, appeared relaxed comSpinks said. "I thought I would ing into the ring after a half-hour
take my shot when I could and I
tried."
Spinks was up at the count of
three and, after taking the mandatory eight-count, went right (Cont'd from page 8)
back to Tyson. It was a mistake
Terry Steinbach struck out but
Lansford went to second when the
that proved fatal to his chances.
As Spinks tried to throw a right third strike also was a wild pitch.
hand, Tyson crashed a short right Lansford then stole third and
uppercut that put Spinks down, scored on Henderson's single.
Orioles6, Blue Jays 2
this time for the count.
Jim Traber and Rick Schu hit
Spinks tried briefly to get up, but
collapsed back on his back as Solo home runs and Cal Ripken
had a two-run single. Jeff Ballard
referee Frank Capuccino counted
the fighter out. Spinks' longtime allowed one run and seven hits in
manager and confidant Butch seven innings and became the first
pitcher to win four games this
Lewis rushed into the ring and put
season for the 21-54 Orioles.
his arm around his fighter while
Tom Niedenfuer went the final
the Tyson corner erupted in
two things and gave up a homer to
jubilation.
The spectacular title defense Kelly Gruber in the eighth.
Royals 2, White Sox 1
his seventh since becoming the
Frank White led off the eighth
youngest heavyweight champion
inning with his sixth home run and
ever at the age of 20, also as his
Mark Gubicza held Chicago to four
quickest and one of shortest

Forget about Tyson...
ttOnt'd from page Ni
the knockout would occur or..decistun for those of us who might actually believe the fight could go 12
rounds,. I figured that I needed a
plan
I mean here .I was, the only
sportswriter in the group . the only one remotely connected to
sports I needed to win this bet.
So. I wrote -Spinks-decision" on
my slip of paper. folded it Mite
and slipped it. along with my two
dollars._ into the paper bag,.
Jim read everyone's predictions
before the fight began and had the
nerve to laugh at mine But after
all the predictions had been an•
maim. ed it
as clear that
although my fighter was not _the
favorite. my a ager was
There was one Tyson pick with a
fourth-round K. another with
Tyson winning by a decision and
three, count 'en; three, picks call-

ing for a Tyson knockout in the
10th.
My bet was the safest. If Spinks
won the fight. I'd win the dough.
While the others were cheering for
the fighter and the round, I would
be a winner if Spinks' arms were
raised, regardless of how it came
to be.
Ninety-one seconds.
Ninety-one seconds is all it took
for me to go from the thinking
gambler to the idiotic daydream
believer who was pig-headed
enough to think that Spinks could
win.
I went home and fell asleep a
humbled man How could I have
envisioned a Spinks upset? To
make matters worse I had a side
bet with Jim that Tyson wouldn't
knock Spinks out. That nifty little
wage bumped his earnings Up
another five bucks

But I was comforted this morning with the thought of all those
high-society "beautiful people"
who jetted into Atlantic City from
L.A.. thinking they were really gbing to see the fight of the century
Every Hollywood type who
could afford air-fare and a ticket
to the "fight" Showed up, for the
sole reason of being seen at the
main event. And those front row
seats were going at $1.500 a pop.
And how about all those poor
saps who paid their hard-earned
money to watch the'fight at an
arena or nearby horse track? I'll
bet they really enjoyed shelling
out 15 and 20 bucks for that minute
and a half of excitement.
So I lost $7. Who am.! to corn.
plain' It was a pretty good bet,
right?
•
I still think Spinks would have
won had it gone the distance.

Good service, Like a good neighbor
good coverage. State Farm is there
good priceA; That's
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Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
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SPORTING GOODS
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844

Ali crowd favorite; Steinbrenner receives boos
and rumors were rampant that he punched someone
Comedian Milton Berle tried taking bites of his
gourmet dinner in between interviews, but ultimately sent his food back to the kitchen.
"It was cold." he said. shrugging.
Actors Warren Beatty. Jack Nicholson and singer
Paul Simon grinned at each other in amusement as
the same pack of journalists fell onto the table in
front of them. Blinking their eyes at the hundreds of
flashbulbs and only smiling in response to questions.
they, too, didn't eat a bite.
Nicholson, a veteran of these pre-fight parties.
came prepared with his own bottle of mineraLwater
Casino high rollers eating behind the celebrities
were jostled and knocked by the cameras. Gary
Selesner, a Trump Plaza executive assigned to
"break up packs of the media," watched in dismay
as a photographer's equipment bag shattered a wine'
glass.
"The trickiest part of my job tonight is making
sure I don't grab a preferred player by mistake...
Selesner said, looking for innocent people with in.
stamatic cameras in the crush.
Outside the din, up in the rafters of the Convention
Center, Debbie McPhee and her daughter. Noel. 1):.
Wheatfield, Ind., relaxed before the main bout.
"We had calzone for dinner on the Boardwalk."
Noel said.
Both were delighted with the view from their Seats,
almost in the last row
A few rows away. Joayaone sat with five ()thef
men, au from Hudson, N.Y. They had crammed into
a van the night before, driven seven hours to Atlantic'
City and had beer for dinner.
"This is a mission," Paone said. "Maybe we'll
have a piece of pizza after the fight."
The $300 price tag on their seats did not bother the
diehard fans.
It also didn't bother the celebrities who were
Trump's guests.
"They let me in for nothing," joked comedian
Jackie Mason. "At time prices. I'll watch
anything."

I he Only REAL Italian Pizza
LARGE
16" PIZZA
Extra Cheese
plus 2 toppings of your choice
I.

$599

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS
Extra Cheese
plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza

$899

Dine In Or Pick
Expirenfl-10-101

•

Dine In Or Pick Up Oni‘
Expire»: R-30-Ni

Central Shopping Center (across from MSU Stadium)
759-9600
Murray

14 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
In Appreciation for your business and support for the last fourteen years, we are having
a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on special for that day on.
ly. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates...A GRAND TOTAL of $600.00
to be given away throughout the week of June 27-July 2.

June 27
4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

June 28
5 Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates

June 29
2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

June 30
4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

July 1
Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
Gift Certificates
5

July 2
1 Winner will be
chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificates

Oakland

NATION 4L LEAGL
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41
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Atlanta
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46
361 161.2
Mondays Games
Chicago 2. Philadelphia
San Diego 9 Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 10. Atlanta 9
Pittsburgh 2 New York 1
Montreal 6. St Louis 3. 14 innings
Los Angeles 4 Houston 0
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia o Carman 4-4 at Chicago
if; Maddux 13-3o
San Diego 'Whitson 7-5. at Cincinnal.
.Jackson 7-4 o fl
New York o Fernandez 3-61 at Pittsburgh
o Fisher 4-5 o. in
San Francisco oDowns 5-7+ at Atlanta
o Jimenez 0-0i. in
Los Angeles tSutton 3-51 at Houston
Knepper 7-1 .. o n o
Montreal I D!!ipson 1-5i at St Louis /Tudor
4.21 ono

Celebrity introductions outlast fight
It)
‘..sociated Press riter
ATLANTIC CITY N.J - It took just 91 seconds
for heavyweight c hamplop Michael Tyson to knock
out \l it had Spinks but it took 47 minutes to introduce all the celebrities at ringside
Talk about a sideshow.
Frank Sinatra rubbed elbows with actors Don
Johnson. Chu( k Norris and Bruce Willis. Young actors Matthew Broderick and Judd Nelson drew adoring screams from young fans in the crowd.
Comedians Ric hard Pryor and David Brenner
mingled ith stagers Natalie Cole and Sheena
Easton
Boxing legends were plentiful Monday night. including Joe Frazier. Sugar Ray Learard and
- Marvelous Man-in Hagler. Muhammad All received
the loagest standing ovation of any celebrity in.
troduced under the hot lights.
In comparison. Tyson's wife, Robin Givens. was
booed, probably in response to reports that the couple's marriage was on the shakes. But "hate award"
honors went to New York Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner. who was booed so loudly that ring announcer Michael Butler had to hesitate a minute
before continuing the "beautiful people" roll call.
The host of the extravaganza. Donald Trump. and
his wife, lvana, chose to sit next to a presidential
candidate, the Rev. Jesse Jackson. In the hubbub,
Secret-Service agents pushed and shoved to form a
human chain around the Democratic hopeful.
At a pre-fight cocktail party, Trump toasted his
celebrity guests with champagne and fancy foods. In
what seemed another world, fans who truly cared
about the fight's outcome took the day off from work
and paid $300 each for their rafter seats, enjoying
pre-fight meals of beer and junk food.
In the end, the fan in the stand probably had less
heartburn than the entertainers.
Actor Sean Penn and his movie star wife, Madonna, literally ran in and out of the cocktail party without a bite to eat - after dozens of reporters and
photographer descended upon the glittery couple.
Madonna grinned in delightt Penn looked annoyed.

PAGE 9

SCOREBOARD >r

delay caused when Spinks had to
have his gloves rewrapped in the
dressing room.
The 31-year-old Spinks, who lost
for the first time in 32 fights, said
he would be ready for a rematch if
offered.
Tyson, a 4-1 favorite going into
the fight, had been beset by
reports of managerial'and personal problems while training for
his $20-million payday.

hits in eight-plus innings. White's
home run was only the sixth hit off
loser Jerry Reuss. .
Harold Barnes' RBI single gave
Chicago a 1-0 lead in the third inning. Reuss held the lead until the
seventh when George Brett doubled, took third on a wild pitch and
continued home on a throwing error by catcher Mark Salas.
Mariners 6, Rangers 3
Seattle came from behind with
five runs in the sixth inning on five
straight two-out hits, including
homers by Steve Balboni and Jim
Presley.
Loser Paul Kilgus allowed only
one hit and led 2.0 until the sixth.
But after he retired the first two
Seattle batters, Rey Quinones
singled. Mickey Brantley doubled
and Balboni's three-run homer put
Seattle ahead 3.2.
Glenn Wilson continued the
uprising with a single and Presley
hit his eighth home run.
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MONDAY
NIKE DAY
TUESDAY

Baseball/Softball Day
Jersey/Swim Day
all Gloses tots Baseball Shoes Coaches
Shorts Softball Fonts All ispes of Jerseys 1•Shirts Ali
Speedo and Arena Sss,r,sear & Accessorws

WEDNESDAY'
REEBOK DAY
Reebok Shoes
lathing and accessories

Includes oil

THURSDAY
RUNNERS DAY

20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF

FRIDAY
TENNIS DAY

20-40%
OFF
SATURDAY
20%
STOREWIDE SALE
OFF
Includes All Merchandise
In Thu C.

June 27-July 2
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 6:00 p.m. each night.
No Purchase Necessary
certificates
Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are eligible to win that day s gift
•
- Need not be present to win.
OPEN 9-6
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Laura Boaz one
of ...ix winners

By Abigail

Six winners were recently chosen from a city and countywide essay contest on the theme of
"What Freedom Means to Me."
The winners were chosen by a
panel of judges. The contest was
held in conjunction with the
Freedom Fest activities planned
locally during the upcoming
weekend.
The following
. is the second of
the six winners •

Van Buren

For This Lover of Company,
More Is Definitely Merrier
111-:AR ABBY: Whatever happened to old-fashioned hospitality?
Nowadays people are writing to you
asking how to discourage drop-in
company.
Abby. not all folks feel imposed
upon if friends drop in. I am one of
them. I love company! Please don't
tell me I'm the only person in the
world who feels this way.
LOVES COMPANY
IN BEND, ORE.

people who like people.
MIDGE IN
WATSONVILLE, CALIF
•••

DEAR ABBY: All those letters in
your column- lately about people
who resent being told by total
strangers to smile rang a bell with
1. too, have been told to smile
when I was quite content with my
natural expression. In addition to
being ordered to smile on command.
I have been criticized for not talking
enough to please certain people.
I am quite capable of talking
when I have something of importance to say. so I hope you pnnt
this. Abby. for those clods who say,
"My. but you're quiet.
...
ONE OF THE QUIET ONES

DEAR LOVES COMPANY:
You're not. Read this from my
book "The Best of Dear Abby":

DEAR ABBY: I just read the
letter from a 28-year-old mother of
four who tacked a poster on her door
with "rules- to keep visitors away.
Well. Fm a 38-year-old mother of
six, and I'm amazed that anyone
would want that much privacy.
We're newcomers who live in the
DEAR ONE: Quiet people
country. and I'm stuck out here with frequently shy. so drawing are
atsix kids, two dogs and three cats. tention to them because they
I'm so hungry for company. I'm are "quiet" only amplifies their
ready to go out on the road and flag embarrassment. One wouldn't
down some strangers.
presume to ask a non-stop
Please print my "poster- in the talker why he talks so much, so
paper for all to read:
why ask a quiet person why he's
— You may smoke inside, outside. so quiet?
on the roof or anywhere you wish.
Just don't burn the house down.
— If you're hungry, help yourself
to anything you can find. And if you
DEAR ABBY: I noticed that item
can't find anything, ask one of the
kids. They'll fix you a peanut butter in your column about the nurses
who made ribald comments about
and brown sugar sandwich.
— If you're here around at meal- one of the male patients who had a
prosthesis Ipenile implant).
time. grab a chair and join us..
I have had a prosthesis for seven
— If you want to stay overnight,
bring a sleeping bag, and we'll years. and one thing the nurses may
move some clutter from the corner not know is that it really works.
Sign me ...
to make room for you.
LAUGHING ALL THE
— Bring your kids. We have so
WAY TO THE BEDROOM
many, a few more•wanimake any
difference.
- We can't lend you any money.
but go ahead and ask anyway. It
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
will make us feel good to know we
who feels left out and wants an
appear that prosperous.
improved social life. It's an excellent
— Tell us your troubles and we'll guide to becoming
a better conversatell you ours. One of our kids can tionalist and a more attractive person.
play the violin for background To order, send your name and address,
music, and we can all cry together. clearly printed, plus check or money
for $2.9 13.39 in Canada) to:
— If you can stand/ us. we can order
Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet. P.O.
stand you, so drop in anytime and Box
447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
stay as long as you like. We're Postage and handling are included.

lilenda hell) Rowlett. center. secretary at NIurra Area Vocational Education Center
(AVE(', accepts the
State Vocational Award of Exeellence for Outstanding Staff Achievement from the chairman
of the State Board
of Education Dr. Clay Parks, left, and superintendent of public instruction Dr. John
Brock, right during a
June 15' awards ceremon) in Frankfort.

Bennett to take part in contest
Greg Bennett. son oi Ms. Diana
Bennett and senior at Murray High
School, has been selected as the
vidoegrapher for the I9SS Kentucky
Lions All-State Band. .As
videographer. Greg will travel
from and during the band s participation in the Seventy-first International Lions Club Convention and
Parade in Denver. -Colorado.
During the weekend beginning
June 24. Greg. along with 54 band
members, 2 directors. and ri additional chaperones will be on the
Murray State Univesity campus
preparing for the parade and concerts associated with the convention. Members of the Kentucky
Lions All-State Band from Murray...
and Calloway County are Jennifer
Green. daughter of Joe and Mat;tha
Green of Route 2 Hazel and student
at Calloway County High.
In addition to marching with the
Kentucky delegation in the 120 unit
parade, composed of entries from
throughout...The free„world,, the band
has been invited to march with the
West Virgini, activities, tour
Denver. and attend Six Flags Over
mid-America before they return to
Murray on July 3
Members are nominated to the
Band by their high school band
directors. Not only are they
outstanding musicians, but are
quality students and ambassadors
for their communities and for the

FASHION GALLERY

state of Kentucky. Support for each
member to the Kentucky Lions AllState Band is provided by Lions
and Lioness Clubs in the member's
own community. The Murray
Lions Club is sponsoring the band
members from Murray and
Calloway County and the Kentucky videographer. Directors of
the 19SS -Kentucky - Lions All-State
Band will be David Caldwell.
director of the Henderson Senior
High Band. and William Bradford.
,lr . director of tne Reidland High
Band
The Band will offer a short free
rehearsal concert on the Murray
State campus outside Elizabeth
Hall on Sunday evening at campus.
band members will attend -Guys
and Dolls- at the Community
Theatre on Saturday evening and
have a Pizza party on Sunday
evening
Lions Clubs international has 1.35
million members in 40.000 clubs in
62 nations iind geographical areas,
In Kentucky there are approximately s500 Lions.in 150 clubs. as

well as approximately 1500
Lionesses in 57 Lioness clubs. In excess of 30.000 Lions. Lionesses, and
Leos. along members of their
families, are expected to attend the
1988
Lions
International
Convention.

Laura Boaz
4th Grade
Southwest Elementary
Mrs Robinson. teacher

Marvin Runyon giN es look
at his plan for saNing TVA
Marvin Runyon. chairman ()I
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
recently gave a glimpse of the sayings he plans for the coming fiscal
year to stabilize the sprawling
utility's power rates
Runyon outlined actions he said
should save in excess of Pito
million over the next three years
He has decreed that the utility
will keep its electricity rates at
their current level for three years
to re-establish a competitive edge
a,,gahist ,other,power prOdueers,..
. To meet that goal, he has said
that TVA must cut VA)

Locals place in tourney
Several local players placed at
the Kentucky State Open Chess
Championship in Louisville on June
11 and 12. Wayne Bell, a professor
at MSC. placed .first over all Kentucky players and qualified for the
State Invitational Championship

V. hat Freedom Nleans
Ti) Me
1 am a girl who likes freedom
and I am sure many other children
do too. Freedom means they have
the right to talk about what they
want to talk about. I have the right
to make my own friends and to go
the school I want to go to. I have
the right to read anything I want to
read. But most of all, I can have
my own ideas of what I want to do
or say: that is what freedom
means to me.
I feel lucky to live in a, country
where freedom eistS.. 1 hope I
always appreciate FREEDOM.

Keith Adkins. a MS[ student tied
for second place in (lass A David
Gilchrist also a MSC student tied
for second place in Class B Mark
Galloway. a MHS graduate. placed
first in Class C for Kentucky
players

from next year s budget
The savings Include
1. A $70 million savings /over.a
three-year period by exercising a
price adjustment provision in
TVA's long-term coal contracts
2 A 12 1 million savings by
reducing - coal inventories from
seven million to six million tons
3 A $33 million savings by cutting overtim pay to TVA power
employees
4 $ri million savings over three
years
. ctinsiJkdatuig .office
space
TVA employees — and the communities where they work — are
bracing themselves for u hat Runyon described as a - siomificant
number.' of layoffs that also are to
he part of Runyon new austerity
program for TV A
"We don't know exactly how
many will be required yet Runyon said saying specific layoff
numbers will be announced at the
TV.- board's meeting .June :!9th in
Knoxville

LADIES APPAREL

i
r Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Paris, TN
642-9620

4A
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Your wedding is a
time you will
always remember

Sale Starts Wednesday, June 29
First Da Sale Hours:8 a.m. til 8 ..m.
FORENZA MOCK
FORENZA CARDIGANS
3 41 sleeve poly cotton
TURTLENECK TOPS
blend

•

Sleeveless poly cotton
crop stripes

$599
2 PIECE RAYON SETS
PANTS & TOPS
OR SKIRTS & TOPS

SUPER SIZZLER ITEM

SHORT & VISOR SETS

$2"
KNIT TOP & COTTON SWEATERS

'3"-10"
ALL
TANKS

3 '9

$1 00

for

& Under

OPEN JULY 4TH

4( \,,•_•./
I

**.11
.••..
•

:
.
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w

25% off

CLEARANCE

ACCESSORY
CLEARANCE
TABLE

Obeli

ALL SKIRTS & DRESS PANTS
ALL MINI SKIRTS
includioR
Denims

1099 &

Under

CLEARANCE PRICES
ON ALL
SHORTS & SWIM SUITS
$10
"& Under
OPEN JU
4TLH
Y
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i
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•
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After the wedding is over, the dress
is boxed, the cake is eaten and the
flowers are gone. All that is left to
remember the most special day in
your life are the photographs.
Photographer: David Celaya

WELLS STUDIO

Hrs.: Mon.-Thurs, 10-6; Fri.-Sat. 10-8

Open Tuesday-Friday 10-5

216 E. North
V

oimmoi

Saturday 10-12 Closed Monday

Mayfield

247-1851

TUE:SWAY, JUNE 2X. 19*8

AROUND THE HOUSE
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Knowledge key when replacing washer
By .4%!)) L.4.%(,
Al' Newsfeatures
While newer faucets have cartridges and other gadgets that
eliminate the need for washers,
many houses still utilize faucets
with washers.
These washers inevitably
become worn or get chewed up one
way or another, resulting in dripping that wastes water, stains sinks
and tubs and is just plain annoying. To halt the drip, the washer
must be replaced. It is a task
which requires knowledge more
than skill, which means that
almost anyone can do it if he or
she can follow instructions. Plumbing chores sometimes intimidate
do-it-yourselfers, but this is one
that can be handled without much
trouble The big warning is not to
attempt this or any similar repair
without first turning off the water
Once that has been done, you can
take your time in acquiring the
knack of changing a washer. The
water usually can be shut off
underneath the _sulk„but.must be_
shut off at some other valve in the
house if there is no shutoff at the
fixture or in the case of a tub In

turning off the valve, always turn
the handle clockwise.
The handle usually is held in
place with a screw under the cap.
which in turn is screwed on or
snapped on. You can figure out
quickly how to remove it. Under
the handle is a packing nut, which
must be unloosened, turning the
nut counterclockwise. That's a
good thing tb remember in all doit-yourself projects. With rare exceptions. things are tightened or
turned off clockwise. unloosened
and or opened counterclockwise.
The faucet stem will come out
lifting
it or unscrewing it. In
some cases. you may have to put
back the handle to accomplish
this When the stem is out, you will
see a washer at the bottom end of
it. The washer is held in place with
a screw. Usually. the washer will
be in bad shape. worn or tattered.
Replace it with a new washer. It's
a good idea to keep some washers
at home at all times, since you
-may- -want to
tile- -repair -jobwhen the local hardware store is
closed If you buy a box of
washers strews will be included

If you purchase a single washer.
be sure you get the right size
screw, which is easy if you bring
the old one to the store.
Here is an important precaution... If you have no washers on
hand and you go to the store to buy
one after the faucet has been
disassembled, make sure no one
turns on the water to the iink while
you are gone. If that happens. you
will have a very wet kitchen or
bathroom when you return.
Replacing the washer is simple.
Be sure to reassemble everything
in the opposite order to which the
faucet stem was removed. Theft.
and only then, turn on the water.
Replacement of the washer is
not necessary if the original leak
was coming from under the packing nut rather than the spout of the
faucet. In that event, the large
washer or the packing material
under the nut must be replaced.
Packing material is a cordlike
product that looks like thin cord.
The—wate-r must also-be—shut—offbefore you work on the packing
nut.
In nearly all cases, the replace-
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ment of a faucet washer stops a
leak coming from the spout. Once
in a very great while, it won't.
That means water is getting past
the valve seat on which the washer
rests. The valve seat then must be
refaced or replaced. You can purchase a refacing tool to smooth the
valve seat. It will come with instructions most of the time. If it
doesn't, have the dealer show you
how to use it. When a valve seat is
too worn to yield to refacing, it
must be taken out and replaced.
Although there are valve removing tools, it sometimes is difficult
to get out the valve. You'll have to
decide, on the basis of your do-ityourself track record, whether to
attemptit or have it done by a
plumber.
Faucet leaks, toilet tank
troubles, drainage problems and
many other subjects are discussed
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Make
Simple Plumbing Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending 75
cents- and a stamp-long--self--addressed envelope to Know-How,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743

14.6 Cu.Ff. NO-FROST
ENERGY AND SPACE SAVING
REFRIGERATOR
• C.)pLona, autoinatic ocr
maker (at extra cost)
•Textured steel doors
•2 full-width glide-out
refrigerator shelves
•2 freezer door
shelves

Now only

$399

Hours.
Mon.-Fri. 9 to

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

CLEAN UP BIG
SNAPPER'S Hi-Vac Rider
with an optional Bag-N.
Wagon' bags up to th,rty
bushels of grass

without stopping

or leaves

• MI-VAC CUTTING DECK:
Cuts grass evenly
Vacuums clippings leaves
and pine straw with ease-

Anyone can spruce up outdoor furniture

5

Sat. 8-12

Fie' 5-2A

• CHOICE OF HORSEPOWER
E 5'C '
eng ,
• DISC DRIVE.:es

• OPTIONAL ATTACHNEWTS: Maintain your
lawn year round Bag-N
Wagon available tor 28
and 33" models only

• .- •
• HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS
S sen

See why more Americans
buy SNAPPER Rear Engine
Riders than any other brand

As Low As
With the summer months and
summer entertaining now here,
it's time to think about sprucing up
your wood outdoor furniture. In
the past. do-it-yourselfers often
left furniture refinishing to the experts. but today's modern wood
finishing products let even firsttimers achieve professional.
lookingresults and make
refinishing wood outdoor furniture
a simple weekend project
Kath Holcombe. wood finishing .
expert for the manufacturer of
Varathane g brand clear finishes
and stains, offers these tips that
make even big jobs go smoothly
and quickly.
1. As a general rule, do the project outdoors, making sure you are
out of direct sunlight and have sufficient ventilation. Finishes dry
best with temperatures in the 70s
Avoid doing wood finishing projects when humidity is high. and
always begin early enough in the
day so the final coat of stain or
finish can dry before evening dew
settles.
2. 'Start out by brushing on a
paint or varnish remover to strip
off old layers of paint or stain. Pay
special attention to rungs. joints
and tight corners for any leftover
old finish that will show up later
When you're satisfied, remove all
stripped residue, clean thoroughly
with mineral spirits and allow the
piece to dry.
3. If you choose to stain first,
look for a fast-drying product like
Varathane Professional Wood
Toner/Stain. or X-3D Wood Stain
which is "gelled" in the can to
help ensure color consistency. The
actual shade of the stained finish
will depend on the original color of
the wood, and the amount of time
the stain is allowed to penetrate.
Test in an inconspicuous area
first. When ready, wipe or brush
the stain on liberally, then rub of
the excess and let dry according to
the manufacturer's directions.
4. After the stain has dried, or if
you prefer the "natural" appearance of unstained wood, you
can look for a clear finish. Products like Varathane Liquid
Plastic Exterior/Marine are fast
and easy to apply, and create an
attractive, durable look that will
last for years. Choose a sheen. Do
you want a clear gloss sheen that
will produce a deep, "liquid" appearance? Or would you prefer a
satin sheen that gives a handrubbed "European" look? It all
depends on your own personal
preference.

5. Use a good-quality natural and quickly before it begins to dry. (available at hardware and home
bristle or foam brush to apply the Be sure to finish all sides and sur- center stores) before recoating. In
finish. Use a wide brush for flat faces completely to prevent general, three coats are the
surfaces, and a smaller brush for moisture penetration.
recommended minimum for a
rungs and corners. Slowly Stir the
7. When ready for the next coat, durable, long-lasting finish.
finish in the can before using. and be sure to look again at the direcstir it again every 20 minutes or so tions. Some products, like
8. When done, clean your brush
while applying the finish. Don't Varathane Liquid Plastic, can carefully with the thinner recomstir too vigorously or shake the often be recoated without sanding
mended on the product label and.
can, or the finish will form air bub- if the surface has not dried too. if you have any leftover finish.
bles that may not settle out before hard. Others may require you to seal the can tightly for future use.
you brush it on.
sand the surface lightly and clean
Now sit back and wait for the com6. Some manufacturers recom- it off with a sticky "tack rag" pliments to roll in.
mend thining the first coat, usually with mineral spirits, to enhance
penetration — be sure to check the
product label .Apply the finish in
even strokes, going with the grain
Let's Keep It Where It Belongs!
and working from top to bottom.
"Lap" your strokes, so each new
Let's work together and keep trash
one starts just where the previous
from becoming litter.
one starts to thin out If you see a
drip, brush over the section lightly
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D & W AUTO SUPPLY
New -7-7apper
512 So. 12th St.

753-4563
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Fogger-6 Oz. or Flying
Insect Killer-12 Oz.
Ace

Choose home logger to kill fleas &
Cleo larvae for up to 4 weeks or flying
ct killer with natural pyrethrins
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Glidden's BEST Exterior Latex
For The BEST Results
•Resists cracking, peeling
•Durable flat finish
•Hundreds of lasting colors
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Selectin beautiful new Custom Draperies,
Bedsprea s and Blinds doesn't have to be
an all over town shopping project
One of our trained decorating consultants
will help you select the right pattern, tex
ture and color that is perfect for any room
in your home

-IT
DO
pre 1"01 TRSE14F
house
WALLCOVERINGS
exsii-"Fr6z

crtaiimensi===iFor all your
travel Reservation
Call

Ws a snap with

DIMA-Gtoss on.Floss
GELFLO

Ace 5/1"
1
x 80'
Gorden Hose

1(33058 801
70804

Radial belt reinforced for high burst
resistance & year-round easy cling.

Select-A-Spray
Hose Nozzle
4-position dial for spray pattern selection Features piashc quick couplers

One Coat
Gloss Alkyd
House Paint

r,REPAs- t,i

•Applies thick and smooth to last longer
,
Lem
•Tough, beautiful finish
01 Ihrs• Primo
(•891
/
•Resists weather and chalking
Sale Ends July

208 E Main

753-3361

srnievAei I•••

25%

off on
Selected
Books

9th

BLACK'S DECORATING CENTER
701 South 4th

Murray

753-0839
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NOTICE
On Juni 6 19*•,. there V. as teruiered to!
filing with the Federal Communicatiors
Commission an applicat4on tic assign tt-,i
license of FM broadcast station WAA
from Murray Broadcasting Co . Inc . •
Jackson Ptirchase Broadcasting Co .In
WAAW operates on the frequency 111
megahertz at Murray. Kentucky Officerdirectors. and 10' or greater stockhe,.ii . ••-in Murray BrOadeastln;.:
Edward 13. Fritts. Alma Ruth FrittClarence H. Hu lise. Frances Hulse. Charl,
Shuffett. and Margaret Shuffett. Officer.
directors, and 10', or greater stockholdeiiii.lackson Puru hase lirOafleaSt Ing Co.. in,
Include Sammy J. Parker and Joe \I
Parker. A copy of the application. aiy,
.iincinchnents. and related mhterial
vailable for public inspection at IVAA
studii s. which are located at 11,, South Fif:•'
Street, Murray. Kentucky
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Psychic Astrologer
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30% off
Storewide
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Call Our Classified
Department Today At
753-1916

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

-

Mirrray Ledger & Times

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates. Please Call Us Ir-mediately For A Price aloft:
,

G4,

Hhere Classified Ads
Get Results

Ct- •
sa on
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ROMANTIC?

We Represent 7 "A And
A+"Rated Insurance Companies If You Are In AveradHealth For Your Age. We
Be Able To Save You Se.•-•,
Hundred Dollars Per Year

A TRAGIC LIFE i5 ROMANTIC
UJI-IEN IT Ii4APPE145

TO SOMEBODY ELSE

k

•
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CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
7534'199
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
WILL YOUR
CHAPERONE
HAVE A
PIECE,TOO
1.

1

mountain
4 Cuts up
9 Female sheep
12 -My — Sal
13 Vital organ
14 God of the
field
15 "A Night at
the—'
17 Dried grapes
19 Broadcasts
21 Encountered
22 Oars
25 Costly fur
29 Near
30 Fur-bearing
mammals
32 Virginia —
33 Shoshonean
Indian
35 Shoulder
wrap
37 The self
38 Surfeit
40 Marsh

5
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"IA.
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RATS! A
GIRL SCOOT

HALT!! SEE BROKEN BRANCHES
ANP CAT TRACKS.THERE'S A
CAT AMBOSH OP AHEAD!

High

SCOUT
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39

47
50

51

52

42 Silver symbol
43 Expunge
45 Frighten
Suddenly
47 Be in
49 Slaughter of
baSeball
50 Round of
applause
54 Separate
57 Lamprey
58 Build
60 River Sp
61 Hindu
cymbals
62 Pee Wee or
Della
63 Secret agent
DOWN
1 Before now
2 Once around
track
3 Beg
4 Prince of
Wales
'5 That man
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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"I don't know if this is such o
wise thing to do, George-
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415 12/.0.1

after 5 p m
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EVERYONE APPLYING
WILL OE HIRED
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10 Pare
1 Abstract
being
16 Frees of
18 Headliner
20 Chairs
22 Hesitation
23 Essence
7
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8
9
24 Delays
26 Insect
13
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27 ' - Eagles
I 28 Encomium
iii
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.34 Greek letter
36 Issue forth
24
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26
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Jacob
41 Support
31
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44 Downy duck
46 Former
35
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Russian
rulers
40
41
42
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Italian
44
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"Our 26th Year Of Service"

,fr

sk,

90 1 2 4 7 S7 98 . after
lla m
I NEED 5 teachers to
show WorldBook to 5
qualified families per
week for 5100 per week
Call 502 554 5500 or 753
5570
LINEMAN with 4 years
or more experience in
distribution line work
Salary negotiable de
pending on experience
Reply to
Hickman
Electric System
P0
Box /28 tin. hman
KY
42050
Phone 507 236
395/
LOAN officer
collec
tor
exper , ens. e
Preferred
VLeekend5 a
roust
F or appt
. all

•

5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fri
3:30 to 4 p.m.

It's
Garage Sale
Time

11

B ig Apple Cafe,
Purvear TN or call

IN FORMATION

Olympic Plaza

i••••1

IMMEDIATE opening
for female kitchen help
Must be 21 and able to
work days Apply at the

10

Missed
Your
Paper?

The Family Tree

(.....(NaY,Iluocrr,cAN )
YOU GIVN ME
TWIIP.nr &JOGS "A
''..C.',Io•.-...._...."„_.__,..____,.,

Wanted

MED7C-._

.%• • •'.

7534199
Our 26th Year"

AHA! GIRL SCOOTS
ANI7 THEIR COOKIES
APPROACH!

Help

474 2227

I4

-Jerry McConnell
Insurance

I'M 50 &LAP YOU COULP•
COME TO MY ROOM FOR
SOME CAKE

ric;

9/04 NIEDIC ARE

spection at NVNBS studios. w hich
located at 1 i South Fifth Street. Murtu
!Kentucky

EAN'OROLLER

6

frii-.4!

6

application, any amendmen'related material is available for pnr

l'i4E
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$50.00 PENALTY FOR NOT
DISPLAYING THE STICKER ON
THE VEHICLE.

Charles Shutfett. and Ntar.,i7•,•!
After the transfer. officers.
10'
of greater stockholders 0: Mi.!
Broadcasting Co.. Inc w ill :::,
'i-,,!ii•.Shuffett and Margaret Shiiiii-11
:

Tan.—

Notice

100% PENALTY - CITY AUTO
STICKERS - JULY 1, 1988 ($70.00)

kilohertz at Murray. Kentucky Prior to the
proposed transfer, officers, directors, and
10' or greater stockholders in the license,
included Edward B. Fritts. Alma Ru:.
Fritts, Clarence H. Hulse, Frances Huls.

RON•ANTIC_

2

NOTICE

from Edward B. Fritts. Alma Ruth Fritt:••
Clarence H. Hulse, and Frances Hulse t ,
Charles Shuffett and Margaret Shuffett
ANNBS operates on the frequency 1340

-

e

.•.7 clean your rings
• • • e
We ciscouilt

NOTRE
On June 6. 19•,s. there was tendered ii
filing With the Federal -Communications
Commission an application for transfer o:
control of Murray Broadcasting Co.. ln,
licensee of AM broadcast station WNHS

THAT i"..CAPC5Eg HAJ A
TRAGIC LIFE VION'T HE'

L
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CLASSIFIEDS
10 Business Opportunity

FOR Sale

Redmon Stake
Co. because of illness 4
miles South of Murray on
Hwy 641 , 753 2417. 492
8400
FoR a small invest
ment you can have your
own Business Start
making money, fast
Build your future with
the knowledge, train
ing, 8, equipment from
The Body -Designe-r
Murray Hot Tubs, 115
SO 13th St , 753 3492
11

Instruction

Traun

14, bI.

a

TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST

16. Home Furnishings

24

BEAUTIFUL Walnuf
Speakers, 18" Woofers,
retail $800, 1 1 4 price
Call 753 3964
CHEST of drawers.
brass bed frame Call
435 4207
KING size bed, mat
tress 8. box springs Call
753 6125
OR
rug,
wool,
Karastan, all
Kir
8'8" X 12', pattern
man, like new, $575 Call
901 642 3870
SUPER single waterbed
with 6 drawer pedestal
and bookcase headboard
Also micorwave oven
753 8606
TWIN size canopy bed,
complete, $50
maple
dining table 8. 6 chairs,
$50 Cali 498 8437

FIREWOOD for
437 4667

20

Sports

BUSINESSES Caps
tackets, T shirts, golf
shirts tor employees
and advertisement Can
be embroidered or
printed
Faye's 514
Main St 753 7743
Go Golf cart 4
wheel electric with tOP,
$500 See at 806 Guthrie
Dr Call 753 8288

Start locally , full part time
Train on Ilve airline corn
puler. Flom.study and real
dent training Financial aid
available Job placement
asalstance National tickers
Pompano Itch . VI.

rz

4.1 .t TR 4511. m WNW
1-800-327-7728

22

24

1 MIMI :CV: 11171
11111 USK! st *ad
A.•••••••• ••••.•••••
•

&

1

"

Buy
•. • .7,r
•

•

•

GOGP
play Pc"
•
Ca ,
* • : ,
NO ,
La
Res,(14.'''
10,S
n ,••• •
.•.
Murray
hi
Budd , na C
Cal, 753 e343
15

Articles lor

Sale

ARMY pant. 1,,
115alker work
•
wes
tern !foots 0•• • •f, • •11%4A
SUI.OVOrS

.

Good,
,
DiAraoNn
.
penaani
(taro,. 0,
and the cci.or
Appra.sal Saqle.
200 Ask ,nu S9'S
753 5064
16

Musical

ANTIQUE piano, plays
well Asking $200 Call
753 9630

VIC 5l\
ft, /?fr.
f•ftert,a•
*Nit 511 SKI
Ktr
•1 N.11 I Int
'41 HI 1 5111
Marl 1.-all, fun part um,
1,ere •ore pr.i.,wess add
rrisisd en- Marts: said*
lwars. Ned' sad it,eiket
hawse Hdbmidl ltdors
P..p.a.lo Pt

14
Want to
1
,11
f-irt • • .••

Equipment

k ,

1

Home Furnishings

0 PIECE Duncan Phyfe
dining suite 75 yoa•s
Old
wr,,,•• oar,
,
or lama' (.r‘crr ,
,ntaid tablt vioth 6 , 'Qs.
3 leaves with ase seat
16. 6 k..fla,r,
, beautiful
noii,
buffet & (rind
inlaid
5.500 Call
Puryear 901 247 5426 or
759 4005 leave nw•opi •

Miscellaneous

110 VOLT, apt size
dryer Craftsman saw
table bolt hand saw on
Call evenings 436 5439
00 AMP DC gas driven
Miller Weider
good
shape. on 5)(10 1 7 tilt
trailer It interested call
/53 1729 after 6 p m
It
1 Cu
WHEEL
BARROWS Steel Trays
and Legs. only $1688 4
It Poly Whet'i
cu
barrow Poly Tray and
wood handles on! v
9 99i4 Cu
hA!eibarrovics .Steel
Tray and Wood Han
cees only $26 88 Andy,
supply fasts Coast .to
Coast Hardware 753
8.604
GALLON Buckets of
,itey Paint Clearance
Interior
r Our C hoice
H.on Hide Flat White
Fiat White, Semi Gloss
White or Wan Prim“
only $70 00 Quantity
limited
no -reorder
Coast to Coast Hard
Ware, Central Snooping
Center 753 8604
AL JAREZ acoustic
guitar
oak cesk &
chair
BEAUTY shop equip
men? Can 759 1084
COLORADO Lava
Rock. 1 cu ft bag.
Great no rot landscape
mater ,al. only $2 59 a
bag 50e Black Land
scape Rock only $I 75
per b.syg Coast to Coast
Hardware 753 8604
GLIDDEN Latex Walt
Paint 5 gallon can
s29 99 Get at Black 5
Decorating Center, 701
4th St , Murray, KY
NIDE A Bed couch.
vanity type dresser.
also 14ft Cherokee boat.
Call
motor, trailer
492 8876

Better Built Storage Buildings
Practical • Attractive. • Affordable'

Now On Display At
TUCK ER TV
1916 Coldwater Rd.

Murray

302-419.2663

large and lovely home on 4 acres near
Southwest Elementary School. Many
outstanding features.

KOPPERUD REALTY
753.1222

711 Main

MEDICAL TECIINOIAGIST
Murray Calloway County hospital has an
immediate opening for a full-time Medical
Technologist 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift
Qualified applicants must be A.S.C.I'
Competitive salary and benefit package.
For more information contact:
Personnel Department
Murray l'allow ay Count), Hospital
803 Poplar St.
Murray, K1' 42071
502-753-5131
It. 114

Miscellaneous
sale

kIMBALL upeighf
piano, hardly used, $900
or best offer
VCR
recorder 8. portable
camera with extra bat
teries & carrying case,
records excellent
movies, new $1900, firm
$800. Call 753 9513
.
LARGE chest freezer.
couch & chair. 9X17
beige rug, 9 1 / 2X 15
1/2 beige wool rug; gas
grill, maple table with 4
chairs ad corner china
cabinet, architects's
wood drawing table and
tools, and mow
Call
753 3651, after 5 p m
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
A.cree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502 247 7831
:LARGE metal desk.
3'X5'. $65 Call 753 1310
OREGON saw chains.
3'8- pinch for the
following bar sizes 10"
$5 88, 12" $7, 14" 57 42.
16" 5899. 20" 8. 21"
$9 99 wallin Hardware.
Downtown Paris
PINE Bark 2 ,cu ft
bags Mulch. $1 99 each
Pine Bark Nuggets,
$2 29 each Patio Stones,
2"X8- X 16" Red or
Gray, 5.69. 12")/12"X2:
Red or Gray. $1 69 New
12 1/2" Hexagonal
Stones. Red or Gray.
SI 69. Coast to Coast
Hardware 733 8604
PORCH Swings now in
stock! Solid Oak Har
Swing,
dwood 4 ft
$31 99. 5 ft Swing,
539 99 Coast to Coast
Hardware 753 8604
SEERSUCKER suit. 2
piece, size 14 1 7 never
been worn. origiat price
$50. asking $75 Cal?
753 5419, ask for Sharon
26

TV

Radio

32

Apts for

Miiiray Ledger & Times
Rent

1 AND 7 bedroom apar
tments Call 753 8668 be
tween 9A.All and .1P AA ,
Monday through Friday
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1 BEDROOM apt Low
utilities, no pets Call
753 3949
BEDROOM apt,
$250
month Call 759
4406
BRICK duplex. with
carport, I large bed
room. shade. couples
preferred. no pets, $235
per month
Call
753 6931
MUR Cal apts Nor
thwooct Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
NEAR university
Large 2 bedroom apt,
with large living room,
kitchen dinette
Bath
has tub and shower
Fully carpeted Central
heat & air Range, ref
'disposer, dishwasher
washer 8. dryer hook.
up 5200 dep . $235
month
Available July
5th Call 759 1300, 9a m
to 4p m
NEWLY remodeled
furnished efticienr
apartment All electric
Partial utilities fur
nisneo Available July
51/10 mon tia-,__S16.0. _deposit Call 753 8835
NICE 2 bedroom apt .
appliances, washer &
dryer furnished
No
pets Aduits only
10
miles on 121 Soul!, Call
436 5401
NOW renting 2 bedroom
apartments Call 753 3531
Embassy Apartments
ONE or Two bedroom
-apartments near down
town Murray Cab 753
4109 or 436 2844
TAKING applications
tor Section 9
Rent
Subsidized apt 1 2 or 3
Apply H , lloo'c•
B
Apts
Hardin,
E qual HpuS , ng
Opportunity

44. Lots for Sale
1."2 ACRE lot located in
Wildcat Village 759 9809
4.6

Homes for Sale

13 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
well maintained home,
great location in town,
wood fenced backyard,
nice landscaping $40,
000 CAII 759 4842, after
5p m
COMFORTABLE
Bedroom house in
Hazel, wall to wall
carpet, gas heat.
aluminum siding 528.
300. Call 492 8755
COMPLETELY re
decorated 3 bedroom
brick, 5 minutes east of
town. You look we talk
Call 753 5836.
rNERGY efficient, low
maintenance 2 bedroom,
1 bath, home with full
basement, aluminum
siding, Therma Pane
windows and central gas
heat, air, on wooded lot in
Benton. Owner moving so
priced to sell at $39,900
Call 527 1938 after 5P M
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house
King Richard
Drive. Sherwood For
est Call 753 0992 or
489 2269
740 Bedroom House
on 3 acres with 20(32
shop, satellite dish and
sewrat -outbuildings inPenny area Call 753
2900 Of 753 5702 after
5P M
47

Motorcycles

1979 YAMAHA YZ 400,
20 hours since rebuilt.
$600 Call 436 5559
1983 650 NIGHTHAWK,
9 5 0 0 miles, new
Bridgestones, bery good
condition Call 753 4043.
after 4,30.p m
983.1cAMAHA Seca 900.
excellent condition. low
miles Call 759 1225.
83 HONDA 185s 3
Wheeler, new tires,
rack, good condition
Cal? 759 1565

49.Used Cars

4 to 15 Inches.Lost Each Wrap!!
ALSO Lf-FILCTIVE f-OH
filem,
,hes Stretch Marks Sagging Skin

We also have 7 toning tables,
Aqua message & Tread mill.

Olympic Fitness Center
(Inycie The Family Tree)

Olympic Plaza 753-9228

Trucks

Lill0J1Y1 lolPfl

MARANTZ AM FM
49
Used Cars
locking
stereo cass
FF PEW' etc 585 Call 34 Houses for Rent
759 9561
Now it's
•
house with car
TOP of the 7,-. r
port 1 large bedroom,
home steri
walk ,n
lose?, patio,
ponent
*.
r
SS f lean Or WOOded lot,
Of Murr-Or & FUIPM,
remote ,
••••
& cOuples preferred
no
speakers C,VI atter 5 pets 52i5 month Call
p rn 759 1274
753 6931
TWO bedroom house on
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
94E
Newly decorated
1.X 5'..) 2 bedroom
Couples preferred Calf
New & Used
lakevievy. trailer. re
'6987
53. Services Offered
86 Monda Csyc
753 3450 after 6 p m
GM Executives &
modeled, most turn,
A 1 TREE Service and
86 Cheroie1 SoectriAi '6987
Prograr
,Yeh es
ture and appliances
stump removal. Your
included, partially
36 For Rent or Lease
'87117
85 Toyota Camry
professional tree service.
901-042-3900
covered patio, excellent
All types, removal, top
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
condition $13.000 Cali FOR Rent or Lease
'8987
85 Soo& Accord
ping. feeding Free es
7,900 ,c1 ft at k00 S 4th
753 1500
'
,mates. 50 bucket truck
st A a run/ al, or part 1976 DATSUN 13 210,
'3987
68 Renault *
12X70 must sell. par
Call
and chipper
Car .75s 1164 tter 5P
wrecked, good motor,
Calf
tally furnished
753 0906.
9887
85 Chevrolet P V 414
RENT .0 Own a Heavy auto trans . will sell car
anytime 901 498 8943
ACE Lawn Services
14X70 CUSTOM built '86 Duty A asi Cr and for parts, $175 Call 436
84 Toyota Cello GT
'6987
Mowing, Landscaping.
5560
Slt3 Oer week
FieetwOod Broadmore. Dry, r
any type of yard work
CaVoi Aorlo at 1976 DATSUN B 210, good
84 Toyota Tercel flagon '4287
2 BR Call 437 4.495
Call 492 8650.
'53 366
running car, excellent for
14X70 Fleetwood, ex
ALL Types of grave-7
'4987
84 Chrysler E Class
work, $375. Call 436 5560
cellent condition. 3 be
and white rock hauled
1977 Plymouth 4 dr.
droom
2 full bath
'8/
'4287
Ford Temp:
37 Livestock Supplies
Also, slabs and light and
sedan, automatic with
stove, ref . d'w, cen
dark mulch, hauling
GOAT for sale Corn fed 360 engine $800, See at
Be Pirrotith Voyage,
'6487
trai air and heat, un
and any type of clean up
Good for 896 Guthrie Dr. Call
1 LI
ip.cs
derponning, porch and
work. Reasonable, Re
'4987
:herolet Ceiebrity
borbi-,ce On toot or us 353 8288
outbuilding included
ferences. (Industrial or
'1978 BU 1C1( Estate
Already set up on large quarfi rs Call 753 3'99
'6987
Residential), 753 0467
84 Ford Ranger 414
Wagon. 9 passenger, all
lot in Southwest area ME..7" goats for sale
1101 can be rented. Call also .' Nubians Bites power $100 Call 753
'8487
84 Volvo
WULFF CAB.
an 1 50 'In •• t rrl ales
9873
492 8261
'4987
Mazda
526
Coupe
83
•
a,;.Of
dim.;
to
sl:e
Coupe
1978
CADILLAC
14x70 2 BEDROOM 2
RECOVERY
8. qualtty Call 901 :47
DeVille, reduced to sell.
bath Excellent condition
83 Oldsmobile 98 Regenci 1887
5371
9959
or
436
2786
759
'Do-it-selfers*
Call
Central electric heat and
I tfit
E N T
L an-d 1978 PONTIAC Grand
air, stove, refrigerator.
'887
82 Fad Escort
Formica cab doorsPer
dishwasher
10x 20 simbrar, bulls
Prix Call 753 0222
countertops
80 Pinto
'1187
covered patio, large forinance & st, m,n 1980 PINTO, 5 speed,
wd grained any size
Excellent quo:
tested
workshop storage build
good condition, see at
Price & Payment
mg Swimming pooi in ity 5650 & up Cadiz
University Gulf, 5
trailers-boats-Campers
Displayed
IC, 5:2 879.3
park E 13 Coach Estates
points, or call 753 9181
on
each
vehicle
$13.500 753 6923 or 753
or.after 5 p m ,
Murray 436-5560
1 S. 12th
7475
753 8124
38
Pets
Supplies
1983, 2 4 x 6 6
1981 DATSUN 816
APPLIANCE SER
753-4961
SPRINGHILL. partially 1-4,AVF a nice big dog
Maxim Station Wagon.
✓ ICE. Kenmore.
furnished with satellite would be interested in 6 cvl auto., all power,
Westinghouse.
Used Trucks
dish Call 753 6769
someone keeping in extra nice, 1 owner, 50
Whirlpool
28 years
country
for
eserk
1984 BUCANNEER. 3
69,000 miles. Call 753 19k) EL Camino Super experience Parts and
companionship
et.
p.m.,
bedroom, 2 full baths.
0493, before 4
service Bobby Hopper.
Sport, extra sharp, 53850
Call 753 3315
central heat & air
753 4872 or 436 5848
after 4 call 753 2691
Call 753 1217
appliances, fuctliture. MALE Siamese kitten
BETTER BUILT
electric pole and under Cali 759 1950
CONSTRUCTION
pinning Call 753 0220
Storage buildings
1985 FLEETWOOD,
treated decks, and
Produce
40
14)(60, 2 Bedroom,
general home im
bought new in '86, BLUEBERRIES for
provements Qual it
underpinning, $7950
59
work for less. Free
sale $7 u pick
Call 753 6979 or 753 6149
estimates. L E
we pi( k Call 753 8690
Williams 489 2663.
1988 CLAYTON 14X70,
YARD landscaping
bedroom,. 2 full bath,
I 01.1)% .511.511011111:11t1r11A1.
fl
in1
Large tame
excellent condition Call
Leveling driveways anc
proved %MI !Al !N, tiO :10 :12 block stnii hires Separate
bushhogging. 436 5430 or
753 0411, or 436 5874,
eornmerelai compressors. gas beat septic
Plums excellent
after 6 p m
753 0659
system. 14 inch gravel base & more. Appraised at
for jelly.
Sf10.1100 • . listi•d at only 869.01.4) .k
BRICK block and con
) BEDROOM doublew
re's ni 1 U. ith fron
Lie, on liam.11 (*.orntler- Road al,
ide, 24x40, best offer
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
Call 345 2799 weekends
foundations, chimneys
or before 2 30P M
Floyd McKenzie
New and repair. 27
) BEDROOM mobile
The Village
759-9ERA
years experience. Free
home, 8X50 on 1/2 acre
estimates. Large or
lot. Electric and phone. 43
Real Estate
small jobs. Charles
storage shed, furnished.
Barnett 753 5476
G OVERNMENT
Call 436 2674
homes From $1 00 (11
CONCRETE drove
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
repair) delinquent tax
ways, patios, carpentry
properties and repo's
and block work Call
17)(60 FURNISHED 2 be
502 492 8160
droom with utility room, For current lists call
1 800 292 4655 Ext 1774
CONCRETE work,
washer and dryer hook
also open evenings
driveways, patios, etc.
up, on shaded 100x115 lot
Call Joe Chambers,
small storage building. 2 kOPPERUD Realty
147 7794.
miles east of town. 753 offers a complete range
SINCE 1938
of Real Estate services
FAMILY Lawn Care
2250
Specialize in lawn mow
-QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME'
7 OR 3 BR, furnished or with a wide selection of
ing including shrubbery
unfurnished, some new quality home's. all
prices 753 1222, toll free
and hedges, Servicing
furniture, natural gas
1 800 251 HOME Ext.
city and county. Lower
electric, air con
rates for Senior Citizens.
ditioned. Shady Oaks 711 L for courteous,
to Serve the
competent Real Estate
Call now and register
753 5209,
service We make buy
with a dependable Lawn
& selling Real
fl
Service, 753 3534 or 753
30. Business Rentals
Estate easy for you
3455SMALL Building near KY lake cdttage, fully
FENCE sales at Sears
Ideal
for
office furnished, large living
campus
now, Call Sears 753 2310
or small business Call room with fireplace, 2
for free estimate for
753 2967
large bedrooms,
your needs
sliding, kitchen area,
OR most 'any tea,
Want to Rent
31
full bath, attached gar
driveway white rock
MSU, professor wants to age, $39,000 Call 436
also, any type gravel,
*CONCRETE BLOCKS • CEMENT 'SAND
rent house on lake or in 2767.
dirt and sand call Roger
*GRAVEL
*CRUSHED STONE
country. Call Pat at
Hudson, 753 4545 or
44, Lots for Sale
'MASONRY CEMENT *LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL
436 5580 or 762 4460
753 6763
RESPONSIBLE adult 'KENTUCKY Cake Lot
GENERAL Repair
wants to rent your 2 plus 12x60 Mobile Home, sep
Plumbing, roofing, yard
bedroom house. very tic, well, lot goes to TVA
work, tree work. Wood,
imaginative Call 753 survey line, $16,500 442
$25 a rick. Call 43626.42
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
7313
1770 or 442 3632
or 436 5895

Dan Taylor
Chowolg Oldsmobis,
Cadifsc, ol
Pais, TN

753-4725

53

Services Offered

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.

9

53. Services Offered

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning

Or & ExteriOr
Door

RV it Camper Repair
-Factory Elf:parlance
Building & sot-rising
Mobile Homes."
PHONE(5021492-8488*

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

839.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
Specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA op
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills_ Call Sears
753- 2310 for, free
?stimate
LANDSCAPING and
lawn serVice provided for
the Murray area. For free
estimates phone 753-3266.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and coral
mercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MAKE your car look
new again. Washed,
hand waxed, clean interior, trunk and
chrome, $40. Call 759
4902
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former
COunty Attorney: former
District Judge, Office, 104
N. 4th St., Murray, 753
3153; Home, 753 7900.
MITCHELL Paving'
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
Spec ialit, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, teardowns,,
roofs, floors, plut)laing,
wiring
washing
hurricane straps. 7594850.

Septic Tanks
Pumped
-.Sewer lines cleaned
...Grease Traps
pumped
....Portable toot
rentals
...Office trader rental
& sales

*Four Star*
Treated
Decks & Porches
4x6-25" rails $200
6x10-25" rails $310
10x16-25" rails $820

:.- .1P4s.5-a
trce,

Mobile John &
Septic Service
527 9945
I 800 592 3308

sts

*CALL (502)492-8488*
Interior
PAINTING
and exterior. 10 years
experience. Reasonable
rates, Free estimates.
Call
436-2579.
_ Willie
._
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436 2617
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474 2307 or
753 6973.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Indust
rial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs. experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella,
Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 4,36-2811.
SUREWAY Tree Se-ervice
Topping, pruning, tree
removal. Aerial bucket
truck. Fully insured for
your protection. Stump
removal with no lawn
damage. Free estimates.
No obligations 753 5484.
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completety
guaranteed. Call or
wnite . Morgan Con'
structioei Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, 'Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026
WILL do any type work.
Build privacy fences,
hauling, paint garages,
clean aluminum siding,
yard cleaning, build or
repair buildings or
barns References Call
753 0886
YARD landscaping
Leveling driveways and
busnhogging 436 5430
or 753 0659
56

Lane's

Windows

T-Loc Vinyl Skirting,
• • oc,s ,eparf-c
Kool Sealed

Steam & Vacuum
System

Column

Free

FREE 6 weeks ()id
puppies, all male, part
beagle
border collie.
Call 435 4389
Calf
FREE kittens
after 5 c

All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
•
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY .a.hind Bunny &god A

NOW OPEN
Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.

ERA HERITAGE REALTY

Murray & Calloway Co. Area

BODY WRAP

Used

1981 OLDS 98. Calf 1981 CHEVY pick-up, 4
wheel drive, p.s., p.b., 4
492 8874, after 6 p.m.
speed. new 305 V 8, new
1982 OLDS Toronado
clutch, new brakes.
Cali 753 6308
53950. Call 436 5442.
1983 GS Mazda RX 7,
1982 314 ton super cab,
23,xxx miles. Call 753
O wheel drive, air,
2746 or 753 2946.
cruise, excellent condi
1983 HONDA Civic, low
tion, f best offer Call
miles, excellent condi
759 4163
lion, $3400. Call Mr.
1985
GMC Conversion
Conklin 762 2715
van, 1 owner, 29,000
evenings or leave
miles, loaded, Excellent
message at 762 3421.
condition. Call 502 924
1983 JEEP Scrambler, 5030, evenings &
$5000, 413 S. 9th St or weekends
call 759 1336.
1986 CHEVY 5 10, red,
1984 FORD Escort L,
4 speed, air, AM/FM,
dr., 39,xxx miles, 4 sp., cruise, 13,xxx miles.
new tires, excellent
extra sharp, $6250. Call
condition, 53400. Call 753 5279, after 5 p.m.
759 9890 or 753 5677
1988 MAZDA convert,
1984 MERCURY Grand ble truck Days 759 4131.
Marquis LS, extra nice, or evenings 753 4252
dark blue, white vinyl
top, S8000. Call 527 8810
51
Campers
1985 OLDS 98 Regency
1973 DODGE motor
'Brougham. p.s., p.w.,
home Needs transmis
air, tilt, cruise,
sion and roof repair_
AM.'FM cassette, wire
Class A, 241', 4000 watt
wheels, new Michelin
power plant, air, PS, PB,
tires, 53,xxx miles,
sleeps 7, rear bath 753
58400. Call 489 2704,
0869 after 5P.M.
after 7 p.m.
foot,
1985 YAMAHA 200cc 1985 CAMPER, 30
full size bed, good
3 wheeler, bought new
condition, ready to go
6/87, excellent condi
Call 435 4141.
lion, very low miles, $6000.
AIRSTREAM Travel
$850. Call 436 5442
1986 OLDS Cutlass Trailers, pre owned.
Charles Cochran,
Ciera, charcoal grey,
7530114.
56-01313..._miles. loaded,
56000. Call 753 6664. 52 Boats -Motors
anytime
1987 PONTIAC Grand 14' ALUMICPAFT
Am, 2 dr, white with Mercury motor and
burgundy interior, new trailer Call 753 5080.
white letter tires, & 14 Crosby fishing boaf
wheels, 35,xxx act. With 15 h.p motor, tilt
trailer, depthfinder &
miles. $8750. 753'0846
trolling motor. Call
753 8123, after 5 p
1988 ALUMICRAFT
with 35 horse Johnson
motor, fully equipped
A for
bass fishing, $3600.
Call 492 8754
of
FISHING boat, 45 hp.
Murray. Inc
motor, casting seats,
depth finder, new batt
Financing on the Spot
ery, bildge pump, good
trailer, many extras,
r Dodge 0.150 414 '12,487
must sell 5975. Call
436-5684.
'7987
87 *slang
PARKER'S Marine
a' Toyota Gong LE
'9487
Salvage Wants to buy
boat, motors, trailers
17 Toyota Pt
'8387
and marine parts. Hwy.
69A, Paris, TN. 901-642
'7987
86 Dodge (3,513 414
6569.
5.10 414
'7887
WANT To Buy or Sell.
Boats, motors, trailers,
66 Pontiac Bonneville LE '12,987
parts, anything marine.
Paris, TN, 901 642 6569,
'7187
16 Dodge Lancer
daily,
8A.M. 5P.M
1 SP M. Sunday
'9487
86 Toyota Cain

NOW OPEN

SETyVyt/EMEE

50

759-9831
The Toyota Dealership
in Murray is

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP
and a New Name
* New Toyotas *
Arriving This Week

Loi

A

of Murray
515 So. 12th
753-4961
Murray

411.
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Council chairman says governor
should appoint Western regents

OBIT1 tII 1ES
Mrs. Carrie Pace
Services for Mrs. Carrie Pace
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
John Hicks is officiating. The song
service is by singers from Friendship Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Joe Haddock.
Larry Haddock, Jerry Humphreys, Charles Capps, David
Capps and Douglas Wallace.
Burial will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Mrs. Pace. 87, of 721 Nash Dr..
Murray, died Sunday at 2:04 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County

Hospital.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Lawrence
(Laverne Capps, Paris. Tenn..
Mrs. Ed Katherne I Holden,
Almo, and Miss Lorene Pace.
Murray; one son. Estel Pace and
wife, Rose. Paris. Term.; two
sisters, Mrs. Allie Thorn, Alm°,
and Mrs. Tommie Pritchett. Dexter two brothers, Russell
Matheny and ' William Jesse
Ntatheny, Paris Tenn.: eight
grandchildren :3 greatgrandchildren

Mrs. Annie Mae Tharpe
Mrs. Annie Mae Tharpe, 95, of
2046 Marion Circle. Mayfield, died
Monday at 9:05 a.m. at ICF Nursing Home, Clinton. Her husband.
Charlie Tharpe. died in 1975, and a
son. Herod Tharpe, died in 1974.
She is survived by two
daughters. Mrs. Oma Davidson
and Mrs. Pauline Cavitt.
Mayfield: one sister. Mrs. Bobbie
Johnson. Chicago, Ill.: two grandchildren: 11 great-grandchildren:

three great-great-grandchildren:
several nieces nephews and
cousins.
Mrs. Tharpe was a member of
Cedar Hill Church. Cottage Grove.
Term., where the funeral will be
Sunday at 2 p.m. Burial will follow
in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements will
be Mason's Memorial Chapel,
Mayfield, where the wake will be
from 6 to 7 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Nancy Iona Martin
The funeral for Mrs. Nancy Iona
Martin will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
at Oak Grove Baptist Church,
Madisonville. Buria will follow in
Odd Fellows Cemetery there.
Friends may call at Mason and
Sons Funeral Home, Madisonville.
after 1 p.m. Wednesday. The wake
will be from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday
at the funeral home.
Mrs. Martin, 101, widow of the

late Rev. C.E. Martin, former
pastor of St. John Missionary Baptist Church. Murray, died Sunday
at Senior Citiens Nursing Home.
Madisonville. .
She is survived by one daughter.
Mrs. Viorah Shane, Inkster.
Mich.; two grandsons; one granddaughter ; nine greatgrandchildren: three great-greatgrandchildren; two nephews.

Gorbachev takes blueprint
for change to extraordinary
communist party^s meeting

Stele Edgar
Duncan
Steve Edgar Duncan, 93. of 1205
Melrose, Murray. died today at 6
a.m. at the home of a daughter.
Mrs. Ray Silcox, Fremont, Ohio,
where he had been since April 26.
Born Dec. 1, 1894, in Trigg County. he was the son of the late Allen
Bud Duncan and Maggie Whale
Duncan. Six sisters and one
brother also preceded him in
death.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Martha Elsie Jones Duncan, to
whom he was married on Jan. 20,
1921: two daughters, Mrs. Ray
iBarbara Silcox, Fremont, Ohio,
and Mrs. Kathleen Boggess, Rt. 3.
Murray, five grandchildren: eight
great-grandchildren: three
stepgreat-grandchildren: one
great-great-grandchild.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Booth assignments
read) for delivery
Maps for booth assignments tor
the Freedom Fest Street Fair are
ready and being mailed to booth
applicants. If a booth contact .person has not received a booth
assignment by Thursday. June 30.
they are asked to contact Kathy
Kopperud at 753-1222 or 753-6620

U.S. military attache killed
by car bomb in Greece cit
ATHENS. Greece AP — The
U.S. military attache to Greece
was killed today on the small
street where he lived by a car
bomb that blew his armor-plated
car off the road as he was driving
to work. police said.
Navy Capt. William E. Nordeen
was just 100 yards away from his
home when the blast hurled his car
across the street, lodging it in a
steel fence, a police spokesman
said on condition of anonymity.
The officer's decapitated body
was found a few yards away in the
front yard of an abandoned house.
In Washington, Pentagon
spokesman Maj. Alan Frietag
would not release the name of the
victim pendingliotification of next
of kin.
But he said the senior military
officer assigned to the U.S. embassy in Athens. a Navy captain,
was killed this morning in a bomb
blast near his home.
The explosion occurred at 8:06
a.m. 1:06 a.m. EDT' in the northern Athens suburb of Kifissia,
where many American and
foreign diplomats live.

MOSCOW t AP — Mikhail S. recurrence of what happened in
Gorbachev opened the Communist the past." he told reporters MonParty's first general conference in day. speaking of the paranoianearly a half-century today by driven tyranny of Josef Stalin and
acknowledging the sorry state of the stagnation-plagued rule of
Soviet agriculture and calling on Leonid I. Brezhnev.
delegates to make his ambitious
Proposals for the conference.
reform program "irreversible."
Reviewing his three-year-old known as theses. were published
drive to revitalize the economy. last month after being approved
the Soviet leader said progress has May 23 by the policy-making Cenbeen too slow. He said the main tral Committee.
They contain a few specific procriterion is people's standard of
posals for reform. such as limiting
living.
Delegates have cautioned officials to two five-year terms in
against expecting great policy one post, and several general sugchanges or shifts in the top party gestions, including a recommenelite at the conference, the party's dation for some sort of program to
first since 1941. But they said the dismantle the remnants of Stalin's
forum would seek to redefine the authoritarian rule.
The Stalinist past is likely to be a
role in society of the ruling 20
topic of discussion as the party
million-member party.
Gorbachev turned special atten- tries to decide its future role in
tion today to farming, where view of Gorbachev's call for it to
dismal production figures year withdraw from day-to-day adafter year show the nation is still ministration and instead set
incapable of feeding itself. He said general goals for society.
recent production increases have
kept pace with population growth
but failed to make more food
available to consumers.
"We must overcome the
estrangement between the farmer
and the soil," said Gorbachev,
himself the son of a Russian
Prices as of tO a.m.
peasant.
Industrial Average
+8.36
Goodyear
63/
1
2 unc
Gorbachev said the party's
Previous Close
2108.46
I.B.M.
1261.4 +11
/
2
Policy-making Central Committee
540,2
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
411
/
2 unc
had defined the main task facing
A.T.C.-Class A
251 8 251/4A
'ferric°
157/8B I6A
the conference as "how to further
261.2 unc
AT&T
345.2 .%
Kmart
the revolutionary restructuring
Briggs & Stratton
341
/
2 +i n
Kroger
353, • 1,1
launched in our country and make
Chrysler
/
2 unc
241
.11-Penney
5034
it irreversible."
CSX Corp
263,
813% .1/2
Penw alt
Ii
A central item on the agenda
Dean Foods
263/8 unc
Pillsbury
1
2 + 18
35/
suggested by the Central CommitDollar Gen. Store
8/
1
2B 8/
1
2.A
Quaker Oats
43/
1
2 - 14
Exxon
tee would limit Communist of451
/
2 + 1/2
Sears
361,2 + 1/i
Ford
ficials to two five-year terms in
52/
1
2 + 3.
Texaco
48 + 1
GAF Corp
the same office and reinforce the
48/
1
2 unc
Time Inc.
981i -7/s
General Motors
78/
1
2 +
powers of the country's governing
.S.Tobacco
291,1 unc
GenCorp
, Inc.
191/8 unc
Wal-Mart
councils, known in Russian as
29 + 1/2
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
551
/
4 +%
"soviets."
Gorbachev and the other 12
414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON
members of the ruling Politburo
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
this morning filed into the main
753-3366
hall of the glass-and-marble
PAT GOSSUM
Palace of Congresses and were
briefly applauded by about 5,000
conference delegates.
The conferences first official
act was to unanittikously adopt his
slate of 112 members to serve on
the conference presidium, which
could play a key role in determining who can speak at the session,
expected to last through the week.
tie
The names of the those serving
on the presidium were not announced, but they included the
heads of the party delegations
from each of the 15 Soviet
republics and top Kremlin
officials.
The conference is closed to the
F eat uting
foreign press, but the opening session was carried live on Soviet
television.
Nail B. Bikkenin, editor of the
party journal Komrnunist and a
French Fries. Slaw, Hush Puppies, White Beans
conference delegate, said the ,4
forum must "reconstruct our
Open: Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
political system, which is 7
;1
obsolete.
Hwy. 641 N
Murray
753-4141
"What we must have is reliable
1557
‘,..
political guarantees against a
dr erer,.. Po,
1/I,.//.

Stock Market

ti'1,119

BOWLING GREEN. Ky. tAP
— Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
failure to act on the four potential
openings on the Western Kentucky
University Board of Regents may
hurt the school's search for a new
president, says the chairman of
the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.
"If I were a candidate for president, I wouldn't take the job
without knowing who was going to
be on the board," said council
Chairman Michael Harreld.
think it's totally inappropriate not
to clear the air on that "
Harreld said he has expressed
his concern to Wilkinson.
Kern Alexander, who will leave
Western to accept a position as a
distinguished professor of education at Virginia Tech, disagreed
with Harreld's opinion.
Alexander said if he were a current candidate, the uncertainty of
four regents' terms would not
discourage him.
"It wouldn't bother me at all:
he said. -I don't think that is a
deterrent."
Regent Chairman Joe Iracane
of Owensboro and regent Patsy
Judd of Burkesville will enter the
fifth year of their appointments
June 30. Board members John
Palmore of Frankfort and Danny
Butler of Greensburg began serving the fifth year of their terms in
March.
Their status is unclear because
the Kentucky Supreme Court

According to the semi-official
Athens News Agency, Nordeen.
52, was married anti had one
daughter. He had served as a pilot
aboard the aircraft carrier USS
Saratoga before his Athens
posting. the agency said
No group claimed responsibility
for the blast. but senior Greek
police officials believed it to be the
work of November 17. a left-wing
urban terrorist group
November 17 has claimed credit
for 11 asgasinations since 1975. including the 1983 shooting of t - S
Navy Capt. George Tsantes and
the 1975 assasination of Richard
Welch. CIA station chief in
Athens.
Today's explosion, felt for miles
around, shattered windows. blew
out doors and twisted a thick iron
gate in a neighboring home. The
bomb had been placed in the trunk
of a parked car.
A person living nearby. speaking on condition of anonymity.
said Nordeen "lived up the street
with his wife and children He
drove to work around this time
every day."
U.S. embassy officials on the
scene refused to comment
Frietag said that at about 1,15
a.m. EDT "a bomb exploded near
the home of the U.S. defense attache. He was in a car and the
bomb exploded outside the car He
was killed in the explosion."

refused to rule on the constitutionality of six-year terms for
university board members. A
Franklin circuit judge had
declared the regents' six-year
terms unconstitutional and said
the terms must be limited to four
years.
While visiting Western last
week. Wilkinson said he will not
appoint replacements until a successor is appointed to Alexander.
"I think it's a terrible mistake."
Harreld said. -I just think it's unfair to a ne%.,v president. I don't
know who would take it under the
current circumstances.-

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"One man lies in his words. and gets
a bad reputation, another in his
manners, and enjoys a good one Thoreau

NORTH
416 Q J 92
V A K 75
•Q 9 4

4J 6
-How did you lose the slam on
board 13" one incredulous player
asked another member of his teamof-four
"Your counterpart may have defended more deceptively than you
did." was the curt reply
At the first table, South won his
club ace and led a low trump to
dummy's jack and East's ace West.
the team member who couldn't believe the slam went set, followed
with his trump four East returned a
club to South's king. and South had
an easy time He cashed the trump
king. noted East's discard and then
finessed to dummy's trump nine to
pick up trumps and the vulnerable
slam
In the replay. West dropped the
trump eight on the first lead of
trumps to dummy s jack And it
made all the difference Why"
After the play of the first trump
trick, the slain was in jeopardy only
if either defender held all the remaining trumps In the first case,
with the 10-8-5 outstanding. South
was correct to cash the trump king.
since he could survive a bad break
only if West held the three missing
trumps
When the deceptive West dropped
the trump eight on the first lead.
South was left to guess which defender might have 10-5-4 of trumps
And since he could finesse in either
direction, he guessed wrong playing for West to have started with a
singleton eight

WEST
108•
54
V J 96
•7 2
4 Q 10 9 7

EAST
41 A
V Q 10 4 3
•6 5 3
48 5 4 3 2
SOUTH
•K 7 ti 3
V82
•A K J 10 8

•A K
Vulnerable Roth
Dealer South
The bidding
South
1•
1•
4 NT
6•

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
1•
4•

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

•
Pass

Opening lead Club seven
/1111 NITII TIIE ACES
s 28 H
South holds
•A
•Q 10 t 3
•6 5 3
4854 32
North
1 NT

South

ANSWER: l'ass A suit contract
might prove safer but if you bid
Stayman, partner's most probable
response wilt be two spades
send hridge quemon‘ t

The
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SERVICI PARTS
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Harreld said the candidate
needs to know the direction of the
university before accepting the
presidency. If four board
members were to change, that
direction could change substantially, he said.
A changing board of regents is
not unusual at universities, Alexander said. adding that most
boards have staggered terms.
Alexander said the approximately 100 applicants for the job
represent a good response.
"That would indicate there's not
much fear among the applicants,"
he said

Sale

Reg. s550.00

$349,95 Save! s200.00

Thurman's
FURNITURE
MURRAY, KY. 208 MAIN

FREE DELIVERY

